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Abstract

This research investigates the potential of the Web services architecture to act as a platform for the execution of MPI-style applications. The work in this thesis is based upon extending current Web service methodologies and merging them with ideas from other research domains, such as high performance computing. MPIWS, an API to extend the functionality of standard Web services is introduced. MPIWS provides MPI-style message passing functionality to facilitate the execution of MPI-style applications using Web service based communication protocols. The thesis then presents a large selection of experiments that perform a comprehensive evaluation of MPIWS’s performance. This performance is compared with an existing MPI implementation that has the option of transmitting data either via Java serialised objects, or via the Java native interface to an underlying C implementation of MPI. From the results obtained from these experiments, it can be concluded that using MPIWS for applications requiring MPI-style message passing between services is potentially a practical and efficient way of distributing coarse-grained parallel applications. The results also show that the use of collective communication techniques within the Web services architecture can significantly improve the efficiency of suitable applications such as molecular dynamics simulation.

MPI-style communication can also be used to enhance the performance of Web service based workflow execution. Tests conducted have evaluated a range of functionality that can be provided by the MPIWS tool. This evaluation shows that direct messaging between services, without sending data via the workflow manager, can improve the efficiency of Web service based workflow execution.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Chapter Overview:
This chapter introduces the work presented in this thesis and discusses its relevance and uses. There are three main motivations behind this work: to support recently developed workflow languages to implement an MPI-style of message passing, to provide a platform for High Performance style applications to run over a service-oriented architecture, and to allow loosely-coupled service-oriented applications to communicate directly between component services. Each of these motivations will be covered in more detail in this chapter. The main contributions and hypothesis of the thesis are presented in this chapter in order to clarify the aims and objectives of the work. Finally the remainder of the thesis is summarised on a chapter by chapter basis.
1.1 Introduction

A workflow is a series of processing tasks, each of which operates on a particular data set and is mapped to a particular processor for execution. In a loosely-coupled Web service environment, a workflow can itself be presented as a Web service, and invoked by other workflows. Web service standards and technologies provide an easy and flexible way for building workflow-based applications, encouraging the re-use of existing applications, and creating large and complex applications from composite workflows.

The Web service infrastructure, as will be discussed extensively in Section 2.2, offers services the conformity to open communication standards. This enables services to communicate over the Internet with other services, deployed on any Web server, written in any programming language, and under the control of any administrative domain. The main problem with using Web services for applications that require both high performance and interoperability, is the speed of the Web service's messaging protocol [86].

In spite of the performance concerns of the Web service's messaging protocol (SOAP), the use of Web service architectures to build distributed computing workflows for scientific applications, has become an area of much active research. Recently developed workflow languages, such as Grid Services Flow Language (GSFL) [69] and Message Passing Flow Language [60], have started addressing the problem of intercommunicating processes. These languages provide the functionality to describe the act of one executing service communicating directly with another concurrently executing service.

Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS) is commonly used for composing Web service based scientific workflows [1], but users are
limited to applications with independent processes. In the case of a workflow with loops containing multiple independent tasks, the overhead in invoking these sub-tasks is incurred every iteration. In addition, any iterative data that is to be shared by these tasks must be passed to the service by a mediator. Figure 1.1 shows a workflow implementing a loop of three independent sub-task services. These services are connected by a mediator service to control the number of loop iterations and to control the data sharing between the services.

![Workflow diagram](image)

Figure 1.1: A workflow showing services S1, S2 and S3 concurrently performing an iterative task by looping via a mediator service Smed.

As an alternative to this scenario, Figure 1.2 shows the loop implemented using MPI-style message passing communication between the three services, which enables the services to be written in such a way that they can process their own loop constraints. The services can also perform data sharing through loosely synchronous communication at each iteration.

This alternative, as well as eliminating the need for the mediator service and re-invocation at every iteration, allows the use of MPI-style collective communication
Loosely synchronous communication

Figure 1.2: A workflow showing services S1, S2 and S3 concurrently performing an iterative task by looping internally sharing data directly with each other.

MPI-style applications also have a tendency to employ this loop functionality, in that they typically perform a round of calculation followed by a round of communication between the processing elements.

One example of this style of application is described in Mu and Rice [79], where a set of Partial Differential Equation solvers are used to model an automotive engine heat flow problem. Each service is initialised to model a separate constituent part, constructed from a different material and possessing different thermal characteristics. At each time iteration, the boundary conditions between the component parts must be passed to the neighbouring service. Another example is
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a distributed molecular dynamics model, where a number of particles are divided between services involved in the simulation. Again, at each time interval in the simulation, the velocities of each particle must be shared between all the services. This example will be discussed extensively in Section 7.3.

From the arguments presented, it can be seen that MPI-style communication offers Web service based workflows the opportunity to expand their available functionality. But conversely, Web services offer MPI-style applications the flexibility of connectivity, interoperability and ease of deployment. This provides a very strong motivation for research into the combination of the two approaches.

This thesis presents work that investigates the potential and suitability of using a Web service infrastructure to support parallel applications and workflows that require MPI-style message passing. The thesis presents a detailed review of the current state of play in the fields of: Web service architectures; Workflow languages and managers; and MPI techniques and implementations. The thesis then discusses in depth the motivations and the problems involved in combining MPI-based applications with Web service oriented applications by examining the related work that has achieved progress in this area (Chapter 3). In the contribution chapters (Chapters 4, 5 and 6), the design of MPIWS (MPI over Web services) is discussed, along with the presentation of evaluation results. These results compare MPIWS against mpiJava [19], a leading high performance Java implementation [7]. To allow the MPIWS tool to be assessed on a realistic problem, in Chapter 7 a molecular dynamics simulation that has been adapted to use MPIWS is presented, and performance results are discussed. The final chapters of the thesis (Chapters 8 and 9) critically evaluate the work carried out and the contributions that have been made, comparing them with the related work presented in Chapter 3. These chapters also detail further work that could lead on from this thesis and the final conclusions that can be made following this
1.2 Hypothesis

The research hypothesis is:

Web service component processes can communicate directly with each other, using Web service based communication protocols, to enable efficient parallel processing for MPI-style scientific applications, and to improve Web service based workflow throughput.

In this hypothesis, the term “Web service component processes” is defined to be Web services that are combined within a workflow to create a larger application. The hypothesis states that these processes can “communicate directly with each other”, i.e., a service can be invoked by a workflow manager and then, while that service instance is running, send and receive messages to and from other running service instances. The phrase “using Web service based communication protocols” states that the messages sent between the services will be sent over standardised and open protocols used within the Web services framework published by the Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS).

One aim of this hypothesis is to “enable efficient parallel processing for MPI-style scientific applications”. Within the work carried out in this thesis, a tool set will be designed, implemented and then tested to show that this Web service methodology can be used to run MPI-style applications efficiently. MPI-style applications are parallel applications that utilise the communication
1.3 Contributions

This section lists the major contributions that are achieved by this work. The three main contributions are:

1. The demonstration that MPI-style point-to-point communication can be efficiently executed over the Web services framework.

2. The demonstration of efficient collective communication techniques over the Web services framework.

3. The demonstration that *direct messaging* can improve the efficiency of certain Web service based workflows.

These contributions have been made possible by the development of MPIWS, a message passing tool for Web services. MPIWS facilitates the point-to-point
communication of data from one service to a concurrently executing service. It also facilitates a range of MPI-style collective communication operations, which use the processing and networking resources of a distributed set of computers in order to increase the speed of distributing or collecting data within that set of computers. The contributions have been demonstrated by a comprehensive set of tests that are detailed in this thesis (Sections 4.3, 5.3 and 6.2).

The majority of the work covered in this thesis has been published. The initial work on MPI-style point-to-point communication is available in the proceedings of ICCS 2008.


A further publication is due to appear in the IEEE Transactions on Services Computing. This details the collective communication functionality and evaluates MPI-style applications being executed using MPIWS.


1.4 Thesis Summary

Chapter 2: Background
Chapter 2 introduces the general areas of Web services, workflow and MPI. It discusses the various architectures associated with Web services, such as Remote Procedural Call (RPC) and REpresentational State Transfer (REST), and looks at some of the current methods of increasing the efficiency of SOAP messaging in order to justify some of the design decisions in the contribution chapters. Workflow languages are discussed as well as the development of languages that support use of MPI-style communication operations. These languages are analysed so that they can easily be referred to in the motivation section (Section 3.2). Then MPI is discussed, including a brief overview of some of the more influential implementations, along with a brief synopsis of the development of the collective communication operations.

Chapter 3: Combining Web services with MPI

Chapter 3 discusses the motivations and problems associated with the combination of Web services and MPI. The chapter contrasts the two approaches and provides a qualified argument for the motivation to research this area. There are differences in terminology between the two styles, especially in the area of blocking and non-blocking communication. One very important aspect of this research is the evaluation. This chapter discusses the objectives of the evaluation and the proposed evaluation methodology. This chapter also details the related work and gives a brief outline of the work presented in this thesis within the context of this related work.

Chapter 4: Point-to-Point Communication

The implementation of MPIWS can be neatly separated into point-to-point communication and collective operations. Chapter 4 is the first of the contribution chapters and discusses the design of the point-to-point functionality and the methods by which it was evaluated. This chapter also presents results of tests
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to evaluate MPIWS against mpiJava by performing data transfers with both; Java Objects, and primitive data types. These results show that under certain constraints, MPIWS can perform comparably with existing Java-based MPI implementations.

Chapter 5: Collective Operations Communication

Chapter 5 is the second of the contribution chapters. It describes the design of the MPIWS collective operations, including; Broadcast, SendReceive, Gather, Reduce, and Barrier. These operations have been implemented and evaluated. The results of running these operations on both MPIWS and mpiJava (transferring Java Objects and also primitive data types) are presented. These results show that the collective communication functionality within the Web services architecture is a viable objective.

Chapter 6: Enhancements to Workflow Communication Structures

Chapter 6 contains a discussion on designing a tool to provide a high speed communication architecture for MPI-style applications. The chapter also contains a discussion on allowing generalised Web services to use the functionality provided by MPIWS to enhance the efficiency of workflow communication. These two ideas are compared and the differences between them are contrasted. Chapter 6 describes how MPIWS is used to provide direct messaging between the services within a workflow. When tested against standard workflow techniques, direct messaging is shown to enhance the communication performance of certain workflow applications.

Chapter 7: Applications

Chapter 7 describes the evaluation of the MPIWS tool in a real environment. There is discussion and presentation of two applications that have been adapted
1.4. Thesis Summary

to use the MPIWS tool. These applications show that the MPIWS API can
do what was hoped of it, and the performance results from comparisons with
mpiJava executions of the same applications are discussed. The first application
is a parallel one dimensionally blocked matrix multiplication, and the second
application is a molecular dynamics simulation code called MolDyn [76].

Chapter 8: Conclusions

In Chapter 8 the final comments on the work that has been undertaken are
made. The completed work is discussed in relation to other similar work and
the distinctions and similarities are detailed. Throughout the work presented
in this thesis, one of the main methods of evaluation has been to compare
the performance of the MPIWS tool with the performance of mpiJava. This
evaluation strategy is appraised and critically discussed. Finally the conclusions
are drawn and the contributions that this thesis has made are justified.

Chapter 9: Further Work

In Chapter 9 ideas for future development of the research into MPI-style
communication using the Web services infrastructure are presented. Some
suggestions for the further development of the MPIWS tool are also made.
Chapter 2

Background

Chapter Overview:
This chapter introduces the key elements involved in this research, namely: Web services, MPI and workflow. The aim is not to be a reference manual but to outline some of the more involved aspects of these architectures so that in the following chapter, the issues surrounding the combination of Web services and MPI coding styles can be addressed.
2.1 Introduction

This chapter provides a review of the topics associated with this research and links these topics to the work presented in the thesis. The background has been separated into three sections: Web services, Workflows and MPI.

The work in this thesis is based upon extending current Web service methodologies and merging them with ideas from other research domains, such as high performance computing.

In this chapter, the Web services section introduces some of the relevant aspects of WS-* standards such as WS-Notification and WS-Resources, in order to explore the current state of play. The section also compares different styles of Web services such as SOAP based services and the REpresentational State Transfer (REST) architecture to allow the design choices in the contribution chapters (Chapters 4 and 5) to be justified.

Workflows, and the languages that describe them, have been briefly discussed in the introduction (Chapter 1). They are an important part of the motivation for this research and are therefore covered in more detail in the background section. A brief history of their evolution and an analysis of their limitations is given, in order for the enhancements that can be provided by MPIWS to be clearly defined and evaluated.

The final key area in this research is MPI, including the techniques involved in the MPI implementations and collective communication algorithms. In the MPI section, there is an overview of the MPI architecture and its usage. This allows the MPI architecture to be critically contrasted with the Web services architecture, highlighting both the problems that need to be overcome and the
benefits that will be obtained by merging the two areas. Also MPIWS has implemented a number of collective communication operations. The optimisation of these collective communication algorithms is constantly being researched and updated. A review of the applicable research is presented and a performance model is outlined in order to aid the evaluation of the collective algorithms.

2.2 Web Services

2.2.1 Overview

The research in this thesis uses Web services to perform an MPI-style of communication. In order to define the contribution made by this work, it is important to understand the limits of current Web service operations.

The World Wide Web (WWW) has been around in its most basic form since 1990, and is designed to convey information in human readable form to users via a system of servers and Web browsers. More recently the WWW community has turned its attention to the Semantic Web, an extension of the current WWW in which information or data is given well-defined meaning [13] in order for it to be processable by machines. The Web services software architecture is designed to support interoperable machine to machine interaction over a network [105]. It is designed around a client server architecture transmitting messages in open standards format.

The fundamental idea behind Web services is that the implementation of the client operation is totally abstracted from the implementation of the service. In fact, this idea is taken further in REST services where the services adhere more
specifically to a Client Stateless-Server architecture. This means that each request that the client makes to the service must contain all information to process that request and must not rely on any stored information on the server side of the communication boundary [36]. Both Web services and REST services allow and encourage the use of very loosely-coupled services that can be combined into composite applications. The idea behind the Stateless-Server approach in the REST architecture is that a session can be moved from one server to another server during the course of that session with no loss of data or accuracy.

If this is related to the MPI-style of programming then it can be seen that the whole ethos of the REST architecture cannot be applied to MPI applications, as the MPI service must retain state throughout the whole session to allow the communication to be directed to the correct service instance.

Whilst Web services are effectively stateless, there is a set of specifications that define the Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF). These standards describe how the concept of state can be achieved within the Web services architecture and are reviewed in Section 2.2.2.

Web services communicate by sending messages between themselves. The messages are the important part of a Web service composition. A service may be described in the service’s Web Services Description Language (WSDL) document that describes the messages to and from a service. This WSDL document outlines the interface to the service in an open standards format that all Web services can understand. WSDL documents can be published alongside the service they describe, so that clients can readily obtain the information needed to access the service. This combination of the accessible interface and common communication structure ensure that any client, written in any language and executing on any platform, can access any service, written in any other language and deployed on any other platform. In this manner, Web services enable distributed applications
2.2. Web Services

to work as a network of intercommunicating subtasks that transfer requests and responses as a simple exchange of messages. These messages take the form of an extensible Markup Language (XML) [16] document. XML is to data what HTML is to text [98] – it is a self-describing document that can be processed by a machine [104]. There are two aspects of the Web service messages that are relevant to the design of MPIWS: the message exchange architecture, which is discussed in Section 2.2.3; and the message encoding, which is discussed in Section 2.2.4.

2.2.2 State within Web Services

Web services in themselves can be very simple, but to allow them to be more versatile, the WSRF technical committee have defined a set of open standards that define enhanced functionality. These specifications are referred to as the WS-* specifications and are published by the Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS). Some of these specifications are very relevant to this research.

A simple Web service is inherently stateless. This means that there is no continuity between consecutive or independent invocations of the service. Each service invocation is totally independent of any other service invocation. For this research it is required to transfer data from one service invocation to another concurrently running service invocation, so the concept of state is required. The WSRF specifications outline stateful Web services which are, in turn, an extension of Web services. These specifications show that the use of a static data structure, or document can be used to transfer data from one service invocation to another service invocation. Figure 2.1 [96] shows this relationship in the context of the Globus toolkit, a grid middleware tool, and extends this to the Open Grid Services
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Architecture (OGSA).

Figure 2.1: The relationship of Web services to the Web Service Resource Framework

The WSRF specifications use resources to handle all stateful data. In the WS-Resource [47] specification, a resource is defined as a set of properties that can be accessed via a Web service. This resource must be uniquely identifiable by the Web service, as different invocations of the Web service will access different versions of the resource.

The WS-Resource specification also defines a WS-Resource. This is a much more strictly controlled entity which comprises a set of sub elements, referred to as resource properties. The WS-Resource needs to be accessed and addressed via a unique address which addresses an individual resource. The WS-Resource must also support accessing elements of that resource via the WS-ResourceProperties
2.2. Web Services

specification. In the context of MPIWS and the work presented in this thesis, it is argued that: if the WSRF accepts the use of resources available to be accessed by external sources via the WS-ResourcesProperties specification, then it is reasonable to use a resource to allow identifiable internal access to stateful data that is not to be made accessible to external sources.

2.2.3 Web Service Message Exchanges

The design of MPIWS involves the development of a message exchange mechanism that allows data to be transferred from one service instance to another concurrently running service instance. A review of current message exchange mechanisms allows any developments to be considered in the MPIWS design process.

Typical Web services interact with a simple Message Exchange Pattern (MEP), the most common of which is the Request-Response MEP. It consists of the client sending a request to the service and then the service returning its response on completion of the service. Another common MEP is the Request-Only MEP, which allows the client to send its request and not receive a response. Both of these patterns are used to invoke the service, therefore they cannot be used to transfer data directly into a running service.

Another message exchange mechanism is notification. WS-Notification is a group of documents that describe a Publish-Subscribe-Notify system for Web services. This is an exchange of messages that enables a service to asynchronously receive data that it has requested about a certain topic. This is, at its simplest, achieved by the data consumer Web service subscribing to a Topic within a data producer. The producer then stores a reference to that consumer in its database and then,
any time that the *Topic* data is updated, the producer will *Notify* the consumer. Figure 2.2 shows the scenario for the Subscribe-Notification that is presented by Graham et al. [48], in this scenario the Notification Consumer can be the same service as the Subscriber.

![Message Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.2: Messages in a Subscribe-Notification scenario**

When looking at WS-Notification there are two main papers of interest: the first is the WS-Base Notification [49] which is the specification on which all the other specifications for WS-notification are based. The second is Publish-Subscribe-Notification for Web services [48], a white paper describing WS-Notification and how it is used.

WS-Notification *recommends* that all messages are secured using the mechanisms described in the WS-Security specification. These are a set of recommendations designed to enhance SOAP messaging and to provide message integrity and confidentiality [71]. WS-Notification allows messages to be sent to service endpoints but it doesn’t support integrating the data into the running service invocation.

Another WS-* specification is WS-Addressing [106]. This defines a configuration element, *Reply-to*, in the SOAP header that redirects the output of one service to another location other than the initialising client. This *Reply-to* element is good for a single hop, but for multiple hops and MPI-style communication patterns it
would not suffice.

Further research into the extension of standard message exchange mechanisms is provided by Ruth et al. [90]. They describe an implementation of a Single Request - Multiple Response (SRMR) MEP. In this message exchange mechanism for SRMR, an application uses an agent to relay the service call to the service, and the agent responds to the application when the initialisation process is complete. When the service is called, it validates the request information and returns a response to the agent, detailing the \textit{Correlation ID} (the ID of the operation) and the number of requests that the service will eventually provide. The agent can then register with the \textit{ClearingHouse} (a centralised service that collects responses from many services). When the initialisation stage completes, the agent then responds to the application. When all the responses have been collected by the Clearing House, they will be returned to the agent, via Socket communication. When the agent has all the responses, it then notifies the application, and the application then polls the agent for specific responses. This research is not directly relevant to the research undertaken in this thesis, but the similarities are that it is trying to allow the application to receive data that does not come directly via the standard Web services response mechanism.

Following this review of the mechanisms currently available for exchanging data between Web services, it can be established that there are no standardised Web service technologies that are designed with MPI-style messaging in mind. Further research into this area of data exchange is examined in the related work section (Section 3.4).
2.2.4 Message Transmission and Encoding

The Web services architecture is designed to abstract the implementation of distributed applications from the communication between them. One protocol commonly used in the Web services architecture is SOAP [53]. SOAP (originally, but no longer, an acronym for Simple Object Access Protocol), now on version 1.2, is an open protocol published by the World Wide Web consortium (W3C). W3C defines a mechanism for communicating XML-based documents over a transport layer. Part 2 of the W3C specification defines a SOAP binding to HTTP, but it also states that SOAP can be transported over bindings other than to HTTP, or other transmission protocols such as Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP).

The SOAP standard describes the XML-based format of the request, response and fault messages. It does not concern itself with the MEPs associated with these messages. The SOAP message comprises: a header part, which is used in the directing of the message to the correct service; and a body part, which is used in the service application. SOAP specifies that any SOAP container or server containing SOAP services should process the children of the body element but does not have to process their children (apart from fault messages). The structure of a SOAP message can be seen in Figure 2.3 [109].

SOAP was originally designed as a Remote Procedure Call (RPC) protocol that could be transmitted through firewalls, due to the SOAP messages being sent over HTTP or SMTP. For use in MPIWS, the greatest disadvantage of SOAP messages is that they are a verbose method of transferring data. This is due to both the extra header information and each item of data having to be labelled in an element or attribute. This makes them very inefficient for performance computing. This inefficiency is discussed in the next section.
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There is a problem when it comes to sending the data within a SOAP message. SOAP uses XML and if true XML formatting is to be used, i.e. listing each entity of the data within a tagged element, the meta-data overhead within the message is potentially massive. This is due to the insertion of XML tags, and the need to represent the data as a series of characters. The most efficient method of encoding data is to serialise it into a binary representation. In the Java language there is an in-built function to transform Objects to their binary encoded representation. This is the mechanism that mpiJava uses to encode its objects before sending them to a socket. The problem is that a binary file cannot translate directly to string format, as there are not enough characters available. ASCII defines 94 printable characters, however XML reserves '<', '>', and '&' [57]. There are several standard ways that SOAP messages can deal with this problem [57]:
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- Binary to character encoding such as Base64 encoding [40], or ASCII85 encoding
- Packaging such as SOAP with Attachments (SwA) [10], or Message Transmission Optimization Mechanism (MTOM) [4]
- Binary XML encoding [11]
- Linking [57]
- SOAP Message Compression [46]

Binary to character encoding translates the raw binary digits into a series of characters that can be transmitted in XML. This means that, because there is a number of binary values that cannot be represented by XML viable characters, the size of the translated message could be increased. For Base64 encoding, the message size increases by approximately 33% [40]. For ASCII85 encoding, which allows 4 bytes to be represented by 5 characters, a space overhead of 25% [57] is produced.

There has also been recent research into improved methods of binary encoding for use within XML documents such as [57] who propose a flexible coding format that reduces the space overhead to under 1% on text files and under 2% on scientific data files. This coding format takes approximately the same time to process data as Base64.

Binary XML encodings [11] reduce the size of the transmitted data by applying a compression algorithm to the whole XML file before sending it.

Linking places a link to the binary file in the XML document so the receiving application can then retrieve this file via another protocol such as FTP.

SOAP Message Compression is an extra step that can be used to compress the whole SOAP message, gzip [42] is one form of compression that is supported by...
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many Web servers [46]. The problem with this type of compression is that there still needs to be a method of incorporating the data into the SOAP message in order for it to be compressed. Another point about the message compression is that all the data and the meta-data is compressed together so in order to access the meta-data for message forwarding, the whole message needs to be uncompressed.

SwA is a method of attaching files to SOAP messages externally to the SOAP envelope. As file sizes start to increase, the problems with BaseX style encoding start to increase. A 1Gb file takes a lot of time and memory to encode and decode [72]. If this 1Gb file can be sent externally to the XML SOAP envelope, the raw binary file could be sent within the Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) envelope with binary Content Type Encoding. The problem with SwA is, due to SOAP prohibiting “Document Type Definitions” within messages, it does not describe the contents of the attachment so the receiving tool can not automatically know what it is [4] (See Ying et al. [110] for a comparison of transmission speeds using SOAP with Attachments and true XML formatting).

Apache’s AXis Object Model (AXIOM), which supports MTOM, is the object model for Apache’s Axis2 [3]. It allows data to be stored in binary format within the object model, then either encoded in Base64, or optimised and sent as an attachment at the time of sending. This means that the binary data can be processed as if it is within the XML object model, even though it is being sent externally to the SOAP envelope [54]. Due to the flexibility of the MTOM approach and the simplicity of parsing the received messages, the AXIOM / MTOM approach is to be used in the design of MPIWS. The use of attachments within the MTOM enables the data to be encoded at a different layer to the XML generation, this choice of encoding mechanism is described in the Design section (Section 4.2.3).
2.3 Workflow

There is a large amount of current research into workflow languages and the execution of these languages. One reason for this is that each language and its execution environment are often tied to the technologies that the project is built for [97]. Due to there being so many workflow tools undergoing such active research, it follows that each one excels in a slightly different area than its competitors. The areas of interest to this thesis are: message exchange patterns within the workflow, and communication of data between the services in the workflow. In this section the relevant work carried out on current workflow languages and their execution engines (or workflow managers) is reviewed. This review allows subsequent chapters to discuss the motivations for this research (Chapters 3 and 6) and to critically analyse the contributions made by this thesis (Chapter 8).

The initial impetus for this research came from the recent development of Web service based workflow tools. In relation to the work presented in this thesis, the development of workflow languages and the research surrounding their execution can be separated into two areas. The first area treats Web services as standard, self-contained processes; once the service has been invoked, there is no further communication with the service until its completion, when it may return a result. The second area is where the services are treated as processes that require and / or provide intermediate communication or data during the process of their execution. These services require an MPI-style of communication functionality. The remainder of this section will outline the research in these two areas.
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2.3.1 Standard Web Service Based Workflow Descriptions

Most current research into workflow languages that can support Web services treat the services as self-contained processes. Once the Web service has been invoked, it will require no further unprompted input. The basic functionality of a Web service based workflow language is to describe the execution order of the component processes. These processes are deployed as Web services and are combined to create a larger composite application. Each of these processes is a separately published service with its own WSDL [22] definition. If the workflow is designed as a directed graph, with the nodes being processes and the directed edges representing the transfer of control or data, then the workflow language can model that graph in a way that can be read by humans and machines [94]. At the time of the workflow’s execution, usually, these processes are controlled by a workflow manager which calls each service in turn as and when it is required. The workflow manager then passes the relevant data from the output of one service to the input of the next service.

The way that modern workflow systems deal with supporting processes deployed as Web services has a common theme across many of the different implementations. This theme is to represent the Web service based process as a local entity; this entity collates required data before invoking a service instance. Examples of this are the Kepler scientific workflow system [2], Triana [23] and Taverna [62]. The Kepler workflow system represents the services as actors [15]; the actors are responsible for acting as a service client and invoking the service. Kepler allows multiple input ports to be defined for each service, as do Triana and Taverna. When the workflow is executed, the actors in the Kepler workflow system collate all the input messages that are required for the service invocation. The actor then bundles these input messages into a single service request message that can be sent from an Axis client [111]. Figure 2.4 shows a Kepler Web service actor with
multiple input ports. Triana and Taverna have similar methodologies; Triana calls these local entities *tasks* and Taverna calls them *processors*.

![Figure 2.4: A Kepler actor with multiple inputs.](image)

This idea of multiple input ports has been taken a step further in Glatard et al. [45] and Montagnat et al. [77]. They suggest that the inputs and outputs of processes in the workflow could be subject to "complex data composition patterns". An example of this can be thought of as replicating the pattern of MPI's *Scatter*, where a set of output data set is split into data subsets and scattered across a number of services. Another example is MPI's *Gather*, where the input consists of a set of inputs, each from a different service. Glatard et al. [44] have implemented the MOTEUR workflow enactor, a workflow system that supports both Web services and tasks defined by executable code. One of the contributions of MOTEUR is the ability to provide data parallelism. This is where each of the data subsets (as discussed above) is used to invoke a separate instance of a service. In this scenario, the entity that represents the Web service in the MOTEUR workflow enactor has parametric ports. These parametric ports are used to represent "simultaneous processable instances of an input string" [97, pp 296]. This phrase means that the parametric input ports take the whole set of data from the complex data composition pattern and assign each of the subsets to a separate, yet potentially concurrent, invocation of the Web service.

Whilst there is recently published research expanding the communication patterns
between self-contained Web services supported by workflow systems, there is no current research that explores the potential to pass data from one service directly to the next without the use of local entities such as actors.

2.3.2 MPI-style Workflow Descriptions

The scope of the earlier languages, such as Web Services Flow Language (WSFL) [63], was limited to the execution of one service after another, in a linear time domain. An important development in Web service flow languages was the development of flow control. This supports the ability to perform conditional processing within the realms of the workflow language. Control statements, such as if and while, allow the flow manager to choose which process should be executed next, based on the outcome of a prior service. Whilst WSFL had limited support for flow control, languages such as Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS) [29] and Service Workflow Language (SWFL) [61] improve on this functionality, and Triana [23] uses additional components to control the conditional behaviour and loop constructs.

BPEL4WS stems from WSFL and XLANG [101], and defines flows in terms of Partners, Service Links, Service References, and Activities. The BPEL4WS constructs that are defined in Section 4.2 of the BPEL4WS specification [29] are the foundation of flow control.

Loops are a common construct used commonly through most coding tools. Loops that require no data interaction between iterations of the loop can be said to have no data interdependencies. For example, a loop to calculate the payroll information for each employee in a company is shown in Listing 2.1.

It can be reasoned that there is no data dependency between the required
Listing 2.1: A loop example to calculate the payroll information for each employee in a company

For (i = 0 to number_of_employees — 1) {
    access database to get hours at basic rate for Employee i
    access database to get basic pay grade for Employee i
    calculate total basic pay
    access database to get no. of hours at overtime rate for Employee i
    access database to get overtime pay grade for Employee i
    calculate total overtime pay
    TotalPay = basic + overtime
}

processing in loop iteration 0 and any other iteration. This means that if a service returns the pay for a given employee number, a workflow could invoke multiple services in parallel to process the iterations of the loop. Loops are supported within BPEL4WS but the parallel invocations of services that perform loop iterations cannot be automatically managed. In order to allow for parallel invocations of loop iterations, the loop construct must be coded explicitly as a parallel invocation of separate service instances.

SWFL has been designed to allow this parallel functionality to be coded as loop statements; these loop iterations can be invoked in parallel if a setParallel tag is true. Abstract Grid Workflow Language is a language that is compiled by ASKALON, an enactment engine [35]. It is an XML-based workflow language that has a similar functionality to SWFL, i.e. it supports Grid workflow through a set of activities and control flow mechanisms. It also allows for the parallel processing of activities with pre and post conditions [34]. With the parallel execution of loop iterations in this manner, it is important to note that each loop iteration must be independent.
Where interdependencies exist between concurrently running service instances, the data that forms the dependencies needs to be transferred between the services involved. This data is transmitted and received during the execution time of the services. To achieve this data transfer within the workflow environment, an MPI-style message passing capability needs to be described. To illustrate parallel service interdependencies, Figure 2.5 compares a workflow with and without interdependencies. Figure 2.5 (a) shows a service composition that has used three services: D, E, F in parallel. In this composition the flow is structured, and output from a Web service process can only occur at the end of that process, and the system control passes from one service to another in an orderly manner. Figure 2.5 (b), shows additional communication between the services in the final layer of the composition. This communication transfers any interdependent data between the concurrently running Web services. It should be noted that it is only a data communication flow and not the control flow that is added.

Figure 2.5: Flow compositions without and with Message Passing. Solid lines represent control flow and dashed lines represent data flow.

Both Grid Services Flow Language (GSFL) [69] and Message Passing Flow Language (MPFL) [60] provide the functionality to describe MPI-style communication, but neither have published a workflow engine to implement the functionality. MPFL has been designed to emulate the core functionality of MPI, such as: Send, Receive, and SendReceive. It also emulates some of the collective communication functions: Broadcast, Gather, Scatter, Reduction, and
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As will be discussed in Section 3.4, there is little published research into using Web service based communication to transfer data from one service to another concurrently executing service and what there is has no mention of collective communication functionality. MPIWS allows the functionality of compositions described by languages such as MPFL and GSFL to be implemented within a Web service infrastructure.

2.4 The Message Passing Interface and its Implementations

2.4.1 Introduction

The work presented in this thesis allows MPI-style applications to be executed over a Web services infrastructure. This involves the combination of two approaches to distributed computing, namely Web services and MPI. In order to fully appreciate the requirements of MPI-style applications and to ensure that the essential functionality is provided, an understanding of MPI and leading MPI implementations is required.

In this section, the MPI programming philosophy is introduced and current methodologies used in the implementation of leading MPI tools are reviewed. Research into improving the efficiency of collective communication algorithms and how these algorithms can be modelled is also examined.
2.4.2 Overview of MPI

Message passing communication is commonly thought of as sending data from one process to another. SOAP-based Web services do this all the time, but Web service communication is very structured; the communication generally invokes a service or returns a result from a service. In its simplest point-to-point context, MPI-style message passing is the transferral of data from one operational process to another, concurrently operational process. Generally this style of message passing is used to increase the size of the calculation that can be held in one machine, or to increase the speed of the calculation being performed. MPI’s basic message passing capability is extended through the use of its collective communications functionality which allows the structured distribution or combination of distributed data to form ordered datasets. These datasets can allow distributed applications to efficiently process data in a logical order.

The Message Passing Interface (MPI) itself, is a standardised definition of a programming paradigm used to enhance the efficiency of distributed parallel computations. MPI defines the commands used to achieve various combinations of messages. These commands include: Send, Receive and Broadcast. MPI also defines datatypes that can be used to represent the information sent over these message combinations. What MPI does not define is the implementation method for any of these messages; nor does it describe the required algorithms for the collective communication operations. This is left to the MPI tool developers to choose.
2.4.3 Point-to-Point Communications

The programming framework used with MPI tools is to assign each processor an ID referred to as its rank so that functionality can then be programmed on a rank by rank basis. To give a basic understanding of the MPI-style of programming, six standard MPI commands will be described. First the set-up commands: MPI_INIT() which initialises the MPI platform and MPI_FINALISE() which shuts down the MPI platform. These commands do exactly what they suggest. The initialise command must be the first reference to MPI in a piece of code and the finalise command cleans up all MPI state within the processor. Following a finalise command, no further MPI commands can be executed. Next there are two important commands that extract information about the MPI platform that are used in most programs. They are: MPI.COMM_SIZE(MPI.COMM_WORLD), which returns the number of processors in the MPI platform, and MPI.COMM_RANK(MPI.COMM_WORLD), which returns the rank or ID of the processor that is running the program.

The Send command is - "SEND(object, count, datatype, destination, tag)", where: object is the object or message to send; count is the number of elements to send; datatype is the datatype of the object; destination is the rank of the destination processor; tag is a communication tag so both send and receive processors can be sure that the message is the expected one; and comm is the communicator object that is the current MPI communication context [37]. All these arguments allow the Send command to be a very versatile function.

The Receive command is very similar to the Send command: "RECV(object, count, datatype, source, tag)". The only unknown in this method call is source, which is the rank of the sending processor. These commands form the basics of an MPI system. Foster [37] wrote in a technical note that “With these six
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commands we can produce solutions to a wide range of problems”.

Listing 2.2 gives a brief example of MPI style programming and shows a trivial program that sends a random number from each non-zero rank to rank zero which then prints each remotely generated random number.

Listing 2.2: A Simple MPI program

```java
import mpi.*;

class HelloAll{
    static public void main(String[] args){
        MPI.Init(args);
        int myrank = MPI.COMM_WORLD.Rank();
        int nprocs = MPI.COMM_WORLD.Size();
        int[] irecv = new int[1];
        if(myrank == 0){
            for(int toRank=1;i<nprocs;i++){
                MPI.COMM_WORLD.Recv(irecv,irecv.length,MPI.INT,
                        toRank,99);
                System.out.println("Number from process:"+toRank
                        "+"+irecv[0]);
            }
        }else{
            int toRank = 0;
            irecv[0] = (int)(10.0*Math.random()) + 1;
            MPI.COMM_WORLD.Send(irecv,1,toRank,MPI.INT,0,99);
        }
        MPI.Finalize();
    }
}
```

This simple program demonstrates a lot of the important concepts of basic MPI program design, including: the use of myRank as a rank identifier within the communication domain, and the use of the to and from ranks within the message configuration to specify the source and destination of the message.

An extension to the Send and Receive point-to-point functionality is the
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SendReceive operation. This operation utilises the duplexity of the network communications in order to perform a send and a receive operation simultaneously. In the MPI standard the send and receive do not have to be to/from the same rank.

2.4.4 Collective Communications

One of the more powerful contributions of MPI to the efficiency of high performance computing is the collective communications operations. Collective communication operations transmit data throughout the communication domain, either from one to many processors, many to one processors, or even many to many processors. The two main contributions of these operations are: they can be used to create ordered data structures from distributed data, and they can improve the efficiency of the distributed communication by using the networking capabilities of the whole communication domain.

In order for MPIWS to facilitate MPI-style applications run over the Web services infrastructure, it needs to provide collective communications functionality. In this section, literature on collective communication operations, and algorithms to perform those operations is reviewed and assessed for its suitability within the MPIWS design.

Analysis of Collective Communication Operations

The analysis of the collective communications performance is of vital importance in deciding the worth of each algorithm. Pjesivac-Grbovic et al. [84] review three methodologies for theoretically analysing collective communications performance;
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The Hockney method [59], the Logp method [28], and the PLogP method [67]. They conclude that all the methods have a valuable input to analysing MPI collective communications. For the purposes of this research, the Hockney method will be used due to it being the simplest and the added complexity of the other methods not being required.

The Hockney model [59] uses $p$ – the number of processors, $\alpha$ – the time taken to set up the message transfer and $\beta$ – the time taken to transfer each byte of the $m$ byte long message. Using this model, the time taken to transmit a single message of $m$ bytes from one rank to another rank is $\alpha + m\beta$.

The Broadcast Operation

The Broadcast operation distributes the data in the root node to all other nodes in the communication domain, so that data $x$ at processor $P_{root}$ becomes $x$ at all $P_j$ where $0 \leq j < \text{communication domain size}$ [8]. The simplest method of achieving this goal is to sequentially send the data from the root rank to each of the other ranks in the communication domain. The cost of this operation using the Hockney model [8] is:

$$\left( p - 1 \right) \times \left( \alpha + m\beta \right) \quad (2.1)$$

Alternatively, a traditional approach to the Broadcast operation is the binomial tree distribution [8, 103]. If the broadcast is to distribute the data to a communication domain, then the nodes in the domain can be thought of as a linear array. This array can be divided in two, the root node, the node that has the data, can then chose a node in the opposite half of the array to receive the data. This process is then recursively iterated (see Figure 2.6), in this figure the root node is node 0 and when the node array is split in two the root rank chooses
node 3 to receive the data. There are now effectively two node arrays, each with a root node that contains the data, node 0 and node 3. These new arrays are then split in two again and the root ranks then choose a node in their opposite halves to receive the data, node 0 chooses node 2 and node 3 chooses node 5. This process is now repeated with the 4 new arrays. Due to there being no contention in the sends, the cost for this Broadcast operation [8] is:

\[
\left\lceil \log p \right\rceil \times (\alpha + m\beta) \tag{2.2}
\]

This method uses the processing and network capabilities of other ranks within the communication domain to increase the speed of the collective operation. The amount of data transmitted does not change but the use of the available resources has increased. There have been further improvements reported. Barnett et al. [8] describe a Broadcast method that uses a Scatter followed by a Collect. This method splits the message into sub messages and scatters them around sub domains then collects the data so the messages are complete at all nodes. The cost of this operation using the Hockney model [8] is:

\[
\left\lceil \log p \right\rceil \times \alpha + \frac{p - 1}{p} m\beta + (p - 1)\alpha + \frac{p - 1}{p} m\beta \tag{2.3}
\]

which can be reduced to [8]:

\[
\left\lceil \log p \right\rceil + p - 1)\alpha + 2\frac{p - 1}{p} m\beta \tag{2.4}
\]

This algorithm is used in implementations of MPI such as MPICH [50], but for transferring messages using object serialisation, as is done in MPIWS, it introduces problems with dividing the serialised byte array for the Scatter.
There are well known tools that use broadcast techniques for the distribution of data, for example BitTorrent [24]. BitTorrent allows clients to download a file, in a sequence of parts, from a server. Once a part has been downloaded, the client's system then makes it available for upload to other clients, this is very much in the style of the Scatter followed by a Collect. The differences in this approach is the unrestricted and unknown number of clients, and also the requirement for the clients to be actively seeking to download the content before any data transfer to that client begins. In terms of this method being used by MPIWS, the second difference mentioned means that a node could not partake in the broadcast operation until the code has reached the point where the broadcast is being executed.

The Gather Operation

The Gather operation gathers a set amount of data from each non-root rank to a receive buffer in the root rank. The composition of the data is arranged so that data $x_j$ at processor $P_j$ becomes $x$ at $P_{root}$ where $1 \leq j \leq \text{communication domain size}$ [8]. If the root rank's receive buffer is thought of as an array and each node is sending 100 integers with a root rank of 0, then after a
completed operation, the first 100 integers in the root rank’s buffer will be from
rank 0, the second 100 integers will be from rank 1 and so on. It can be seen that
the integer set from rank 0 does not have to be transmitted, yet it is collected in
the final result.

Again the simplistic approach to the gather operation is to serially receive the
data from the ranks in turn, giving a cost of this operation using the Hockney
model as:

\[(p - 1) \times (\alpha + \frac{m}{p} \beta)\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.5)

In Equation 2.5, \(m\) is the total number of bytes collected. It has been proposed
that if the combination of the data was gathered using a reversed adaption of the
algorithm used for the binomial broadcast, then cost could be minimised [8].

\[\lceil \log p \rceil \times \alpha + \frac{p - 1}{p} m \beta\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.6)

This binomial gather algorithm uses the intermediate ranks in the communication
chain to transfer an accumulation of data to the root rank.

The Reduce Operation

The Reduce operation is one of the collective communication operations that uses
the distributed processing capabilities of the communication domain. It adds all
the values held within the ranks to the root rank, so that \(x_j\) at \(P_j\) becomes \(\sum_{i=0}^{p-1} x_i\)
at \(P_{root}\). The communication structure of the Reduce operation is the same as
the Gather, but in each step in the communication chain, only the combination
of the data is forwarded to the onward rank. The communication cost for this
binomial \textit{Reduce} operation is:

\[ [\log p] \times (\alpha + m\beta) \]  \hspace{2cm} (2.7)

To add the calculation cost of this operation, Rabensiefner [88] uses \( \gamma \) - the cost per message unit of combining 2 messages on a local processor. This gives a total time of:

\[ [\log p] \times (\alpha + m\beta + m\gamma) \]  \hspace{2cm} (2.8)

An extension of the \textit{Reduce} operation is the \textit{AllReduce}. This operation concludes with the combined result at all processor ranks. This operation can be achieved by a \textit{reduce} followed by a \textit{Broadcast}, at a cost of:

\[ [\log p] \times (2\alpha + 2m\beta + m\gamma) \]  \hspace{2cm} (2.9)

An alternative to this algorithm is proposed by Rabensiefner [88], called recursive doubling. In this algorithm, each service node pairs with another service node and swaps data (using a \textit{SendReceive}), then each pair of nodes, pairs with another pair of nodes and swaps data. This process is repeated as shown in Figure 2.7. The cost given for this algorithm in Rabensiefner [88] makes the assumption that the \textit{SendReceive} operation takes the same time as a send operation:

\[ [\log p] \times (\alpha + m\beta + m\gamma) \]  \hspace{2cm} (2.10)

More recently the research emphasis in the field of collective operation algorithms has been to dynamically tune the message passing implementation to use different algorithms depending on the network's connection speed and the size of the
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messages [100, 88, 12]. This dynamic style of optimisation has not been integrated into the design of MPIWS.

Figure 2.7: Algorithms for the AllReduce operation: A) binomial Reduce/Broadcast, B) recursive doubling.

2.4.5 Implementations of Message Passing Systems

There are many implementations of MPI [5, 41, 17]. One of the most commonly known is MPICH [50] which has been developed over the years and is now MPICH2 which adheres to the MPI2 standards. The architecture of MPICH is layered [50]. The MPI layer runs on top of an Abstract Device Interface (ADI). The ADI is in essence a device driver that provides a minimally functional interface to the hardware of the underlying computer system. The MPI implementation can then build on the ADI layer to produce the complex commands necessary for the collective communications functionality.
Java based MPI

There has been a lot of research into providing a Java based implementation of MPI. These can be divided into two approaches, the pure Java implementation of the MPI standard and the Java wrapper to an underlying C implementation of the MPI standard. MPJ [21] and PJMPI [102] are two examples of a pure Java approach, both of which define a set of datatypes that can be sent over Java sockets, and use Java serialisation to create a byte array in order to send the derived datatypes. Both mpiJava [18] and Java-MPI [75] are versions of Java based MPI that use the Java Native Interface (JNI) to couple a Java implementation of MPI to an underlying C version of MPI. The main difference in the two implementations is that Java-MPI creates the wrapper to the underlying C implementation automatically using the Java-to-C interface (JCI), whereas the mpiJava has explicitly written wrapper code. MpiJava passes the message data to the underlying MPI in one of two ways. If the message type is a defined datatype, then the message data is transferred directly to the underlying C-based MPI. If the message type is a Java Object, then the Object is serialised to a byte array. In the MPI standard, the receiving rank needs to specify the length of buffer required to receive a message. If the message is a byte array, serialised from an array of objects, then the message length cannot be derived at the receive rank. In this case, the message length is sent as a separate message before the data message. This needs to quantify the message size, and thus limits mpiJava’s ability to implement some of the collective communication algorithms that are used in the underlying C-based MPI implementation.
2.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter has reviewed the three main areas associated with this research, namely: Web services, MPI and workflow. In this chapter, the various architectures associated with Web services such as RPC and REST have been discussed and some of the current methods of increasing the efficiency of SOAP messaging have been examined. It has been found that there is no current standard for passing messages from one Web service invocation to another concurrently executing Web service invocation. Workflow languages are discussed and the development of languages that support use of MPI-style communication operations has been detailed. This provides a motivation for the development of MPIWS. These languages are analysed so that they can easily be referred to in the motivation section (Section 3.2). Finally, MPI has been discussed, including a brief overview of some of the more influential implementations, along with a brief synopsis of the development and analysis of the collective communication operations.
Chapter 3

Combining Web Services with MPI

Chapter Overview:
This chapter presents some of the important issues concerning the combination of the inherently different coding paradigms of MPI and Web Services. These issues include the coupling of the distributed MPIWS services and the question of how to evaluate the MPIWS tool. This chapter also details the related work that has attempted to achieve similar goals, including a number of Grid related MPI projects and other Web service based message passing tools.
3.1 Introduction

As seen from the previous chapter, the two programming paradigms of Web services and MPI do not easily fit together. On the one hand there is the Web service directive that each service must be decoupled to such an extent that the only view the client has of the service is the WSDL interface. On the other hand the distributed MPI ranks are so tightly-coupled that the ranks typically run the same application code. There is however current research into the development of workflow languages such as MPFL [60] and GSFL [69] which have the ability to describe the flow of data in an MPI style. Both these languages are in draft form and currently have no tools to implement them. The motivation behind this research is to provide a tool that offers Web service based workflows the opportunity to expand their available functionality and at the same time enable MPI-style applications the flexibility of connectivity, interoperability and ease of deployment.

This chapter discusses where the two programming styles can be combined, how to evaluate MPIWS, and related work that has been undertaken in this field.

3.2 The Problems Associated with Combining Web Services and MPI

The biggest problem that this research faces is the combination of such different and opposing programming paradigms. One of the defining purposes of the Web services architecture is to provide an environment for applications to work together in a loosely-coupled manner with no concern of how the other services are managed, written, or deployed. The coding style for MPI is totally opposite
in its approach to distributed processes. MPI processes are tightly-coupled distributions of code which are written very much with the knowledge of how all other processes are to behave.

There are two main scenarios that benefit from the combination of MPI and Web services: the porting of MPI-style applications to run over Web services, and the use of MPIWS to improve the efficiency of Web service based workflow executions. One example of this is a service oriented implementation of the Oceans/Atmosphere model, as described in Walker and Huang [108]. This implementation uses a service to model the Ocean and a service to model the Atmosphere, at each time step of the model there must be an interchange of data between these services, therefore at each time step, there needs to be an invocation of each service. If however, the data interchange could be managed in a coordinated manner, such as by using MPI-Style messaging, the overheads of the service invocations and data persistence could be avoided [108].

The issue of the coupling can be approached in a different way for each of these scenarios.

For the case of running MPI-style applications over a set of Web services, the Web services are expected to be deployed in a more tightly-coupled fashion so that they can work together to run an MPI-style application. These deployed services become more tightly-coupled when they are invoked as part of a single MPI-style application. The benefit of running the application over the Web services architecture is to allow the use of a simplified interface to span administrative domains, firewalls, and locations by utilising the HTTP protocol. The same is true for Web service based workflows that are specifically designed to use the MPI-style of communication operations between its services.

Alternatively, for the case of using MPIWS to improve the efficiency of Web
service based workflow executions, *direct messaging* between workflow services is introduced. This technique allows a service to communicate its output directly to the input of another service without it being sent via the workflow manager.

For the case of *direct messaging* within workflow management, the need for the tight coupling of services is significantly reduced. This is because the MPI-style communication only occurs at the beginning and end of the services. The data sent in this MPI-style communication replaces the application data sent in the standard Web service *Request* and *Response* messages. There is one important difference between standard Web services and the MPIWS services for *direct messaging* workflow execution. This difference is that the *direct messaging* services are unaware, at the time of deployment, where their input data will come from, and where to send the output data. The standard workflow managed service knows that the data will come from and be returned to the workflow manager (the service's client). Whereas, in the *direct messaging* services, there needs to be a certain amount of configuration at the time of invocation in order to make the service instance aware of where it fits into the whole workflow picture. This configuration will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.

### 3.3 Evaluating MPIWS for MPI-Style Applications

The evaluation of MPIWS for use in MPI-style applications is a problematic task because, at present, there is no competing Web based tool to compare its performance against. This fact in itself provides a limited evaluation as this shows that novel functionality has been achieved by providing a tool that facilitates MPI-style communication functionality over the Web service framework. There
is however a need to quantify the performance of MPIWS in terms of similar existing tools that are used in this application environment.

One method of evaluating MPIWS that is proposed in this research, is to compare the performance of an existing implementation of MPI with the performance of MPIWS. Depending on the implementation chosen, this will give a relative indication of the potential of Web service based MPI implementations compared with implementations designed with optimal performance in mind.

There are many problems associated with this approach. To time a MPI application running over MPIWS and evaluate its performance against a leading implementation of MPI, such as MPICH, and conclude that the Web services approach is inferior is both obvious and of little use. Therefore it is essential to gain a useful conclusion from these experiments. The comparison of an implementation with more similar objectives can give more relevance to the results. MPI implementations such as mpiJava or MPJ could be more suitable, as the application code is written in Java to allow more platform independence and they provide a functionality that enables both Objects and the MPI defined data types to be transmitted as the data message. The performance evaluation of MPIWS against both types of data transfer in such an implementation allows a more significant conclusion to be made about the efficiency of the Web service approach.

As discussed in the background chapter (Section 2.4.5), mpiJava works by providing a Java Native Interface to an underlying implementation of MPI. Comparing MPIWS against mpiJava wrapping MPICH, allows both the evaluation of a message passing tool designed for a distributed computing environment, and also gives a fair indication of MPIWS' performance when compared to a high performance message passing implementation.
The evaluation of MPIWS against an MPI implementation gives a comparative performance evaluation, but it does not give any indication of whether the application benefits from being distributed across multiple machines. Increase in speed of an application is not the only criteria for distribution over a larger number of processors / machines. Other reasons include distributing the storage of data to allow larger calculations to be performed and allowing processing to be done at a site local to data collection. It is however still essential to ascertain that the MPIWS tool can, in respectable circumstances, provide a speed-up in the application's execution when it is provided with a greater number of resources on which to run. Therefore tests must be conducted to measure the run times of MPIWS applications for a varying number of machines that the applications are distributed across.

3.3.1 Styles of data transfer: blocking and non-blocking

Message passing systems use a variety of methodologies to send and receive messages. These are easy to describe in their simple form but the actual functionality is very implementation dependant. Additionally MPI specifications and Web service tool documentation talk about blocking / non-blocking and synchronous / asynchronous communication in slightly different manners. The aim of this section is to review the documentation from both approaches and to provide a justification of the choices of data transfer style made in the evaluation of this work.

The MPI standard [95] discuss blocking and non-blocking in terms of whether or not the data buffer in the sending task is free to be modified. Tutorials on Web services [65, 81] on the other hand, discuss the blocking functionality as waiting until communication has been completed.
Synchronous communication in both MPI and Web services relate to the sending and receiving tasks operating at the same time. However, MPI refers to the receiving task as the actual application, whereas within the MPIWS utilisation of Web service infrastructure, the receiving task refers to the buffering service on the remote server which is running in a different thread to the application task. Whilst the MPI's synchronous send can be posted at any time, it will only complete successfully when a matching receive operation has started [95]. This section assimilates the approaches so tests can be devised to evaluate MPIWS.

The MPI send and receive communication operations come in either blocking or non-blocking variants. The base functionality is non-blocking and the blocking varieties are built on top of these [58].

The MPI standard non-blocking send, \texttt{MPlISend}, is implementation dependant but it returns immediately with a status object that can be examined at any time to check on the progress of the send. After the \texttt{MPlISend} has been called, it MAY use a system allocated buffer [9] to free the application data buffer for modification as soon as the application data has been copied to the system buffer. This means that the status object reports that the \texttt{MPlISend} is still active until the application data is free to be modified. If there is insufficient system buffering available then the \texttt{MPlISend} method will use the synchronous \texttt{MPlISSend} strategy. MPI's non-blocking buffered send \texttt{MPlIBSend} is very similar to the standard non-blocking send except the buffer is not system allocated, it must be defined and allocated by the application programmer.

MPI non-blocking synchronous send, \texttt{MPlISSend}, as with \texttt{MPlISend}, returns immediately with a status object. However checking the progress of the \texttt{MPlISSend} will not reveal completion until both the application data buffer is free for modification, and the corresponding receive operation has started [9].
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Blocking communication within MPI is defined by the same style of communication functions: \textit{MPI.Send}, \textit{MPI.BSend}, and \textit{MPI.SSend}. MPI.Send is the standard blocking send. It does the same as \textit{MPI.ISend}, but it does not return until the application data buffer is free to be modified. This is the same as the blocking buffered send \textit{MPI.BSend}, the difference is, as with their non-blocking counterparts, \textit{MPI.Send} MAY use a system allocated buffer and \textit{MPI.BSend} uses a user allocated buffer.

These non-blocking buffered sends are analogous to the Axis2 fire-and-forget [65] method. If an object is serialised and stored within a OMElement, which is the local buffering, it can then be passed to the fire-and-forget method. The fire-and-forget method then returns to the application task after the send has been initialised. There is a slight difference in that Axis2 will ensure that a receiving host exists before returning, but it does not ensure that the receiving service exists.

MPI's synchronous send \textit{MPI.SSend} is a blocking operation which will block until the application buffer is able to be modified and the non-local receive has been started. Axis2 provides a \textit{sendRobust} method which, when sent a OMElement, will send this data and report any problems with the server side processing [65]. This method is similar to the \textit{MPI.SSend} in the sense that it blocks until the remote service is actively receiving data. The difference is that the \textit{sendRobust} method uses local buffering and, in the context of the MPIWS architecture, it is only waiting for the message to reach the service's remote-message-buffer method, NOT the service's application method.

Having reviewed the literature for both the MPI and Web service tools that are to be used in the evaluations, the mpiJava applications will use the non-blocking Send methods which use a system allocated buffer, and the MPIWS will use the fire-and-forget service client, which returns after contact with the receiving host.
address has been made. These are the most similar and most well used forms of communication within the two approaches.

3.4 Related Work

This section reviews other work that shares some of the same objectives as MPIWS, to allow Web service support for MPI-style messaging.

In the context of parallel computing and MPI, message passing is referred to as the act of cooperatively passing data between two or more separate workers or processes [51]. Thus, message passing is used in parallel scientific applications to share data between cooperating processes. It enables applications to be split into concurrently running subtasks that have data interdependencies. In a service-oriented scenario where each service runs one of the subtasks, this can be translated to the act of sending data from one executing service to another concurrently executing service. The service may be used in many applications, and therefore will be invoked many times. The problem is that when messages are being sent to a service, there must be a way of determining which invocation of the service needs to receive the message.

Currently, there is no standard for passing data from one service to another running service. Kut and Birant [70] have suggested that Web services could become a tool for parallel processing and present a model, using threads to call Web services in parallel, to allow Web services to perform parallel processing tasks. This model can be extended to allow these services to exchange data directly, which removes the need for the client to intervene every time a process transfers data [69]. This is shown in Figure 3.1. In this figure, the thin arrows indicate the request and response service client calls from the application manager
Figure 3.1: Extending the use of parallel executing services to allow MPI-Style direct message passing between concurrently executing service invocations.

and the thick arrows indicate the extension to this concept to allow message passing between the services.

Research into the use of Web services in parallel computations is also presented by Puppin et al. [86]. The results presented in this paper are upgraded results of a test from a previous paper [85] which evaluates a processor farm application. These tests are implemented both on a local cluster and across the Internet, accessing machines that MPI applications could not reach due to the network's firewall configurations. The processor farm uses a client application to invoke the computation services and collect the responses. Puppin et al. report that the Web services approach induces a 50% overhead on the MPI version of the application. It is likely that this implementation could be improved with more efficient data representation within the SOAP messaging. It is worth noting that the processor farm application is not a typical architecture of an MPI application as it does not contain direct message passing between Web service nodes.

There has been much work researching the use of Web services as a portal to
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MPI and parallel computing clusters [83, 68, 33, 91]. These works recognise the advantage of using the Web service architecture as a user interface to high performance computing, but retain the use of dedicated resources to provide the computation.

There has also been work done to allow MPI to operate over the Grid infrastructure [38, 66, 80]. These implementations use the layered approach of MPICH to provide a device level interface to the Globus toolkit: “Globus communication device” in the case of MPICH-G and the “globus2 device” in the case of MPICH-G2. The device layer interfaces (as discussed in Section 2.4.5) provide the point-to-point data communication layer for MPICH. MPICH-G and G2 also provide the start-up functionality for the MPI processes. The difference between these Grid enabled MPI versions is that the communication functionality is defined by multimethod communication libraries such as Nexus [39]. This library was used in the MPICH-G version and performed the MPI communication using TCP/IP based sockets. In the MPICH-G2 implementation a bespoke communications library is used but this research concentrated more on intra-cluster communications than inter-cluster communications. The Teragrid [99] project uses the MPICH-G2 implementation.

Coti et al. [27] provides another implementation of MPI operating over the Grid infrastructure. In this paper they present a framework where Grid services are used to facilitate the configuration of OpenMPI [41] nodes to work within and between administrative domains. These services act as either centralised brokers to aid in the configuration of the communication channels or as proxies to allow the forwarding of data from within one firewall to within another. Another technique that they present is the use of Traversing-TCP [89]. But in all cases, the data transmitted between the OpenMPI nodes is in the form of the native OpenMPI standard format.
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There is a difference between these Grid enabled MPI implementations and the service based portals. The difference is that in the Grid enabled versions the computation can be distributed over administrative domains and locations. It is not restricted to a single cluster as it is in the portal based solutions.

In another paper, Queiroz et al. [87] presented a tool to distribute a message passing application using the Windows based desktop Grid middleware, Alchemi [74]. This approach enables the MPI based application to use the resources of idle Windows desktop machines. This approach uses the services provided by Alchemi to set up the message passing application but then they use sockets to directly implement MPI message passing.

These Grid implementations of MPI use the Grid functionality to initiate the MPI nodes, where as Krishnan et al., in their 2002 paper [69], suggest the use of Grid standards to perform direct messaging between the services. This suggestion was to use the OGSA notification ports. Neither results from this suggestion nor a tool have been published since the suggestion was made in the paper, but this could equate to the more modern use of WSRF’s WS-Notification [49].

The most relevant related work to the work presented in this thesis is an additional proposal in Puppin et al. [86] which suggests an approach for mapping MPI code to be run within a Web services architecture. At the time of writing the paper the proposal was work in progress as they report:-

In this paper we upgrade the results of our experiments, which we presented in [sic [85)]. While we work on our MPI mapping to WS, we manually ported a MPI application (a farm-like computation) to a WS-based solution.

Although their proposed architecture is undeveloped, it is very significant to this
work, they have proposed 3 mappings to MPI primitives: \textit{MPI.Init}, \textit{MPI.Send} and \textit{MPI.Receive}.

\textbf{MPI-init} invokes each Web service in the application giving “a unique ID to each of them” [86].

\textbf{MPI-send} is proposed to use one way communication to provide non-blocking messaging. The receiving Web service can “receive the message as soon as it is available for listening” [86].

\textbf{MPI-receive} “is performed simply by accepting requests from other entities” [86]. It is also proposed to enable one service to force another service to send messages by “using a blocking communication that asks for data” [86].

In Section 8.2, the paper of Puppin et al. [86] is revisited to assess the differences in their work and the work presented in this thesis.

\section*{3.5 Chapter Summary}

This chapter has addressed the problems associated with combining the two opposing coding styles associated with Web services and MPI. These are mainly the coupling of the distributed computing tasks and the evaluation of these two different architectures. The chapter has presented an argument for dealing with the coupling of tasks in two different ways: retaining the tight coupling for MPI-style applications, or providing a configurable loosely-coupled service environment for the execution of service-based workflows using \textit{direct messaging}.

The chapter then reviews previous related work that covers the integration of Web services and MPI applications and details what is considered the most important
relevant work, Puppin et al. [86].
Chapter 4

Point-to-Point Communications

Chapter Overview:
In order to prove that the Web services platform is a practical and efficient environment on which to run parallel scientific applications, a tool must be developed that will facilitate message passing over Web service protocols. This tool is MPI-style Web Services (MPIWS). The first part of this research is to develop and evaluate the point-to-point communication tool that would send data from one executing service to another executing service. This chapter outlines the design and discusses the major design choices, and then provides an in-depth performance evaluation using both standard benchmark tests and internal timings analysis. These tests compare the performance of MPIWS against mpiJava [18], a leading Java implementation of MPI.
4.1 Introduction

MPIWS has been developed in order to facilitate the execution of MPI-style applications over the Web services framework. An MPIWS service is a Web service with the ability to perform direct point-to-point and collective communication with other concurrently executing MPIWS services. These services use the MPIWS tool to achieve this communication. The functionality required by MPI-style applications can be separated into two sections: point-to-point communication and collective communication. The point-to-point communication involves the communication of data from one executing service to another concurrently executing service. This chapter outlines the design and evaluation of the point-to-point functionality included in the MPIWS tool.

4.2 Point-to-Point Design

4.2.1 MPI-Style Web Services

The challenge is to design a tool that combines the tightly-coupled programming approach of MPI with the distributed, loosely-coupled architecture of SOAP based Web services. To do this, there is a need to adhere to Web service and SOAP messaging standards, whilst providing an efficient form of communication between services. MPIWS services are designed to allow for direct communication between concurrently executing Web services.

Currently, MPIWS is provided as an API to be used in the development of MPIWS services, which means that it is deployed as part of the applications deployment file. MPIWS services are deployed and invoked in much the same
way as a standard Web service. At any particular endpoint, a service is deployed within the Web service container (the work presented in this thesis uses Axis2). This service can then allow access to its various methods via the Web service's SOAP interface. The deployed service is identified by its service endpoint reference, which takes the form:

'http://name1.cf.ac.uk:8080/axis2/services/Benchmark'

While one of the service’s methods is invoked, an instance of that method is running. If, at the same endpoint, that method is invoked again, then there will be another instance of that method running. These instances will be referred to as the services’ method instances.

A MPIWS service will have a method called run(), which is the main application method, and contains the MPI-style code. The run() method also initialises the service instance. A service instance is a collection of associated method instances and resources as seen in Figure 4.1. This will be discussed further in Section 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.

When MPIWS services are involved in a MPI-style distributed application, each service endpoint involved will have a service instance. The run() method initialises and executes the MPI-style application for that service instance. In many cases, the application within one run() method instance will need to communicate with other run() method instances that are involved with this application. To this end, the initialisation of the service must provide the details of all service endpoints involved. This collection of service instances is called the communication domain. Within this domain, the service instances are assigned a rank so they can be easily identified. The ranks are usually 0 to (n – 1) where n is the number of service instances in the communication domain. The rank of the
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A local service instance is referred to as *myRank*. Point-to-point communication is the act of sending data from one rank to another rank, and in MPI, this is achieved with the commands *Send* and *Receive*.

An MPIWS service supports a three-layer interface: a SOAP-based application layer, an internal MPI-operation layer, and a SOAP-based direct communication layer (see Figure 4.2).

The interface at the application layer is a Web service interface to allow MPIWS services to be invoked in much the same way as any other Web service. It includes only one method, *run()* , which initiates a service instance and performs the subtask that this service provides for the distributed application.

The internal MPI-operation layer provides an interface to a collection of MPI communication methods, including *Send*, *Receive* and collective communication operations such as *Broadcast*, *Gather* and *Barrier*. These methods are used within
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the run() method in a similar style to an MPI application.

The methods provided by the internal MPI-operation layer do not perform direct communications themselves. This is achieved through the use of the interface provided by the direct communication layer. The direct communication interface provides methods to allow direct communication between service endpoints. Similar to the application layer interface, the methods at the direct communication layer conform to Web service standards so that SOAP messaging is used between service endpoints. This layer is discussed in Section 4.2.3.

![Diagram showing three layers of communication](image)

Figure 4.2: The three layer communications diagram for the MPIWS design.

### 4.2.2 Communication Domains

Executing a particular Web service based application requiring MPI-Style message passing involves a group of MPIWS services working together within a particular communication domain. It is possible for a MPIWS service endpoint to have multiple service instances at the same time, with each instance working for a different application and therefore, belonging to a separate communication domain. Since a service’s method may have multiple instances, each working for
different communication domains, a domain ID is required in order to differentiate between these communication domains. A communication domain is initialized by sending its domain ID to each service involved and assigning a rank number to each service instance to identify the particular instance within the domain. A local variable myRank is used to store the rank value of the service instance. Domain ID and myRank are used together to identify a particular service instance within a communication domain.

A communication domain is a collection of service instances working for a particular service-composite application. Within the communication domain, service instances can be identified by their myRank values, and communicate directly with each other by using the service endpoint references associated with the rank values.

A service instance is always associated with a particular communication domain and can be identified by its rank value stored in myRank. The invocation of the run() method initializes a service instance. The input data for the run() method includes: the input data to the application subtask to be executed within the method, and the binding information for the service instance to work together with other service instances within a communication domain. The binding information includes:

- A communication domain ID.

- The rank value for the particular service instance.

- A list of service endpoint references.

Each of the service endpoint references is associated with a particular rank value to allow the service to perform direct message passing with other services in the same communication domain.
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An MPI-style Web service can participate in multiple applications concurrently, which means that at each service endpoint, there may be one or more service instances. Each service instance has its own data including the local data variables as well the data messages received. WS-Resource is used to provide a storage mechanism for each service instance invoked within a service. WS-Resources are defined in the WSRF specifications [30]. It provides the ability to access, maintain and manipulate persistent data values or state within a Web service. Within the WS-Resource framework, a resource is uniquely identifiable and accessible via the Web service [47]. In the case of MPIWS, a resource is used to store local data and data received from other service instances. It is created when a service instance is initiated within the run() method, and is associated with a communication domain ID so that only the service instance associated with the same domain ID can access and manipulate the data stored within the resource structure.

Figure 4.3 illustrates an example of a service participating in multiple communication domains. In this example there are five services deployed at endpoints A-E. Services A and B work solely for communication domain 3303 and services D and E work solely for communication domain 2020. At each of these service endpoints there is only one service instance associated with its respective communication domain ID, and one single resource associated with the service instance. The service at endpoint C has been invoked by both communication domains 3303 and 2020, so there are two service instances invoked (one for each communication domain) and two resources generated (one for each service instance).

4.2.3 Communication

In an MPIWS service, invoking the run() method initializes a service instance that executes the application subtask. This subtask may require MPI-style
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communication with other service instances. The difficulty with allowing message passing between service instances is that data is normally passed into a service when a method of the service is invoked, and there is no conventional way to pass data into the method after it is invoked. However, when one service method is invoked and running, it does not stop the same or other methods from being invoked at the same service endpoint. This gives the idea that, if a `run()` method instance at one service endpoint needs to receive data from a `run()` method instance at another service endpoint, it can use a different method to receive the data and store it locally. This data must be stored in a way that it can be identified later and retrieved by the local `run()` method instance, thus creating an architecture where the sending service instance “pushes” the data to the receiving service instance. So the solution to this is to devise methods that work separately.

Figure 4.3: Example of services working for multiple communication domains.
from the run() method, and provide direct communication support for the run() method by receiving and storing data locally. In order to provide support for point-to-point communication between service instances, MPIWS offers the store() method. This method performs the function of receiving data and storing it in a local data structure within the resource. The data messages are always associated with a particular communication domain ID and can be identified by the sender's rank value as well as its sequential order. A received message is stored into the resource associated with the same communication domain ID that the message is associated with, and can only be retrieved by the service run() method instance associated with the same domain ID.

Within a resource, there is a message buffer structure, where each received message is stored to await retrieval from the main run() method. Within this buffer, for each rank in the communication domain (excluding the myRank), there is a sub-layer buffer which stores the messages from its associated rank in the order in which they were sent.

Figure 4.4 shows an example of a Send() operation scenario between two MPIWS services: A and B. A communication domain has been initiated with the communication domain ID equal to 3303. Service A is to send a message to service B within the communication domain. In this example, two service instances have been invoked within communication domain 3303: rank 2 instance and rank 3 instance. The rank 2 instance, running at service endpoint A, is sending a message to rank 3 instance which is running at service endpoint B. To do this, the rank 2 instance invokes the Send() method, which is an internal MPI-communication method, with the message data as the input. The Send() method calls the store() method at endpoint B and passes the message data as its input data. Since the store() method is a standard Web service operation, the messages it receives are standard SOAP messages. Each SOAP message received includes,
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- the message data required by the receiving service instance, rank 3.
- the message sequence number, #5.
- the communication domain ID, 3303.
- the fromRank, the rank value of the sending service instance, rank 2.

![Figure 4.4: MPI-style Web services point-to-point send architecture.](image)

The store() method at endpoint B receives the SOAP message, and stores the message data into the particular buffer that is associated with rank 2 and located in the resource associated with domain ID 3303. The stored message data can be retrieved later by invoking the receive() method, an internal MPI-communication layer method, in the rank 3 instance at endpoint B, as illustrated in Figure 4.5.

In the Web service implementation there are several factors that may affect the sequence in which messages are received, including the multithreading of send and receive mechanisms within the SOAP container. The messages may arrive in a different order from the order in which they are sent. In the MPIWS implementation the message that the receiving service instance requests next depends on the order in which the messages were sent. Thus, it is necessary to
record the sending order of the messages so that they can be identified later when they arrive at the receiving service endpoint. To this end, a sequence number is attached to each message to record the transmission order. Each time a message is sent, the sequence number is incremented and the new value is attached and sent with that message. At the receiving service endpoint, the \textit{store()} method uses the \textit{fromRank}, the rank of the sending service, to decide which message buffer the message should be stored in, and the sequence number attached to the message to decide the order of the message to be stored in the message buffer. The service instance on the receiving endpoint can retrieve the message from the corresponding message buffer. In the case that a message has not been stored yet but a subsequent message has been stored, the service instance has to wait until the prior message has completed storage in order to retrieve the correct message.

\textbf{Message Encoding}

The communication between MPI-Style Web services is designed with a two-layer protocol stack: an upper layer that has been described as the direct-communication layer in Section 4.2.1, which allows the use of communication methods via the standard SOAP communication protocols, and a lower layer...
that deals with the encoding of the message data during its transmission.

In order to evaluate the possibilities for the lower data encoding layer, the data type must first be discussed. In related work, there have been various methods of encoding for the transmitted data. In MPICH, the transmitted data is defined as a specific datatype and according to the MPI specifications the implementing language sends the contents of the memory from a pointer marking the beginning of the data array, to the number of items sent times, the datatype size. This is a very efficient method as there is minimal data stored, and minimal time spent encoding the data. The mpiJava allows both: a native interface to the MPICH transmission methods for the primitive data types; and a method of encoding Java Objects to a byte array and then allowing the native MPICH to transmit that data. This Object to byte array conversion is also used in Queiroz [87] as their method of transmitting objects. The tool they have developed has chosen not to provide a direct datatype transmission mechanism. Pupin [86] has used the XML structure to transmit elements of the data array, which creates a large data size overhead as all elements need to be converted to XML compatible format.

In order to avoid the large overhead that would be created by the conversion of the message data to XML format, MPIWS allows the message data to be serialised to a byte array and added to the SOAP message as an attachment Message Transmission Optimisation Mechanism provided in the Axis2 tool set. The MTOM allows the data to be extracted as an element as the SOAP message is parsed. Currently the Java serialisation mechanism is used to serialise the messages which are stored as Java objects. Although this method does not provide the language independence that MPIWS strives for, it allows the tool to be evaluated fairly against competing MPI implementations such as mpiJava or MPJ. As further work this serialisation could be modified to be more in line with the MPI standard where simple data types are defined by the MPIWS and
complex data types are predefined by the application programmer.

Fire-and-Forget Invocation Approach

There has been discussion in Section 3.3.1 about the available styles of Web service client. The use of a WS-Resource to provide a message buffering service for message passing encourages MPIWS to adopt the asynchronous fire-and-forget service client model which is supported in Apache Axis2, to send the SOAP messages. The fire-and-forget client method returns immediately after the existence of the receiving host is confirmed. It can provide increased performance over the sendReceive client model [65], which expects a response message before the method returns, and the sendRobust client model [65], which sends data and returns when the processing at the server is complete with either the results or information to report any problems [65].

The use of the fire-and-forget service client model means that the MPIWS needs to rely on the network protocols to provide its reliability. This is due to there being no form of acknowledgement that the data has been received. There are additional standards to enhance the reliability of Web service messaging but this issue is discussed in the further work chapter, Chapter 9.

4.2.4 MPIWS Messages

Having discussed the architecture of MPIWS, this section can now look at the SOAP messages that will be needed for the invocation of the run() method and the store() method. As discussed in Section 2.2.1, messages define the Web service application’s interface. The initialisation of the main application task is achieved
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by invoking the \textit{run()} method, as discussed in Section 4.2.1 and the \textit{run()} method is also used to initialise the MPIWS service. To this end, the SOAP message to invoke the service's \textit{run()} method can logically be separated into two main elements: the MPIWS data, and the application data. The MPIWS data schema remains the same for all MPIWS services, no matter what the main application is, but the schema for the application data is designed for each different application service. Listing 4.1 shows an example of the body of a \textit{run()} method invocation for the matrix multiplication service.

Listing 4.1: An outline example of the SOAP message body to call a MPIWS matrix multiplication service

\begin{verbatim}
<soapenv:Body>
  <mpi_ws:run xmlns:mpi_ws="...">
    <mpi_ws:mpi_wsData>
      <mpi_ws:eprList mpi_ws:eprLength="8">
        <mpi_ws:epr>http://cslx01..../CollectiveCommsTest</mpi_ws:epr>
        <mpi_ws:epr>http://cslx02..../CollectiveCommsTest</mpi_ws:epr>
        .
        <mpi_ws:epr>http://cslx08..../CollectiveCommsTest</mpi_ws:epr>
      </mpi_ws:eprList>
    </mpi_ws:mpi_wsData>
    <mpi_ws:appData>
      <app:matrixSize xmlns:app="http://...">200</app:matrixSize>
      <app:loopIterations>5</app:loopIterations>
    </mpi_ws:appData>
  </mpi_ws:run>
</soapenv:Body>
\end{verbatim}

The two main elements are \textit{mpi_wsData} and \textit{appData}. In the \textit{mpi_wsData} element
the endpoint references are shown, along with the service invocation rank and the communication domain ID. In the \textit{appData} element, the matrix size is given to enable the service to initialise the matrix and the number of loop iterations is given so the service knows how many times to run the calculation.

Listing 4.2 shows the relevant parts of a store SOAP message from the same matrix multiplication service. The message is sending a serialised object that contains part of a matrix that is to be multiplied.

Listing 4.2: An example SOAP message to send a message from one rank to another

```xml
<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?>
<soapenv:Envelope >
  <soapenv:Header> ...
  </soapenv:Header>
  <soapenv:Body>
    <mpi_ws:store xmlns:mpi_ws="">
      <mpi_ws:data>
        <mpi_ws:msgNo>5</mpi_ws:msgNo>
        <xop:Include href="cid:1.urn:uuid:3855...69321@apache.org" xmlns:xop="http://www.w3.org/2004/08/xop/include"/>
      </mpi_ws:data>
      <mpi_ws:id>445</mpi_ws:id>
      <mpi_ws:msgTag>1</mpi_ws:msgTag>
    </mpi_ws:store>
  </soapenv:Body>
</soapenv:Envelope>
```

In Listing 4.2 the \textit{data} element contains a reference to the attached message
part. This attachment will be processed by the SOAP engine upon arrival at the
destination endpoint reference and the store() method will be able to treat it as
a standard element. The msgTag element within the store element is used to
indicate the fromRank.

4.2.5 SendReceive

The SendReceive operation is a very simple combination of a Send from one
service node to a second service node, whilst at the same time a Receive from
that second service node is taking place. This operation uses the duplexity of the
communications network. MPIWS implements a SendReceive operation by using
threads to perform each of the basic point-to-point operations.

4.3 The Evaluation

4.3.1 The Purpose of the Evaluation

The purpose of evaluating MPI-style services is to show that the Web service
based architecture can perform acceptably when compared to other message
passing tools when running over a non-dedicated network. To this end the
results of a collection of tests using the MPIWS tool are evaluated against a
leading Java implementation of MPI, mpiJava [18]. The MPIWS application
management is controlled by bespoke code for each individual application as
MPIWS’s integration with workflow management tools is beyond the scope of
this thesis. MpiJava is a non-Web-service-based version of MPI that uses Java
Native Interface (JNI) to provide a Java interface to MPICH, and allows MPI
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applications to work in a more loosely-coupled distributed environment. Although it is not Web service based, mpiJava runs in a more heterogeneous distributed environment than some other implementations, due to the Java application programs being platform independent, and is thus broadly similar to the MPI-style Web services presented in this thesis. There has also been research into the performance of mpiJava [6, 20], so by evaluating against mpiJava, an idea of how the Web services architecture will perform against other approaches can be gained. These arguments make mpiJava a good choice to compare against MPIWS.

As discussed in Section 2.4.5, there are two methods of transmitting data in mpiJava. The first method is to use the primitive MPI datatypes and directly send them via the native interface to MPICH. The second method uses Java Objects and converts the Object to a Byte array, and then sends this array with the datatype *Byte* via the native interface to MPICH. Although there is research providing performance evaluation of the two mpiJava transmission styles [20], this research is from 1999 and it suggests the performance is hindered by the Java serialisation mechanism provided within the JDK. The Java serialisation mechanism has been revised since that time so it is important that where possible, the results of both these mpiJava data transmission methods are presented. These results will be presented along with the results of the MPIWS tool. It is also important to present both sets of mpiJava results in order to directly compare the MPIWS tool with both an implementation of MPI running at optimum performance and an Object passing tool using a leading underlying MPI implementation.

The evaluation tests focus mainly on the speed aspect of the communication implementations; MPIWS services are tested against mpiJava. Many benchmark suites have been devised and put forward as the definitive parallel computing
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benchmarks [73, 64], and many of these are designed to test the underlying hardware or the collective communications features of the message-passing tools. In this work, tests have been specifically chosen that target the performance of the message passing tools.

In the evaluation tests, all the MPIWS services use Apache AXIS 2.1.2 and are hosted in a Tomcat 5.5.20 application server. The mpiJava API that has been used is mpiJava V1.2 which wraps MPICH 1.2.6. All code was written in Java 1.6.0. The evaluation tests are undertaken on a public network of university machines, all of which are prone to unforeseen activities. The tests were done during low usage hours to reduce inconsistencies. All graphs show minimum timings gained from repeated tests for each message size to reduce the impact of the network on the results. This technique is recommended in Gropp and Lusk's paper on Reproducible Measurements of MPI Performance Measurements [52]. In their paper it also suggests that the tests for each message size are carried out non-consecutively as any perturbations in the timings caused by network or processor inconsistencies may last many milliseconds [52].

The Linux machines used for the tests have twin Intel Pentium 4, 2.8GHz processors. In order to eliminate the possible discrepancies in thread handling within mpiJava and the Tomcat deployment, only one processor is used on each machine. This is achieved with processor affiliation settings.

4.3.2 The PingPong Test

The PingPong test is one of the most popular tests that is used to provide a simple bandwidth and latency test for point-to-point communications. Getov et al. [43] used a number of variations of the PingPong test to compare the
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Figure 4.6: Scenarios of PingPong, Ping*Pong and Matrix Multiplication tests. An arrow represents a portion of the matrix being sent from one processor to another.

The standard PingPong test requires an even number \( n \) of service instances within a communication domain, with each of the instances paired with another. For this implementation of the test, where \( 0 \leq \text{rank} \leq n - 1 \), if the service instance’s rank \( i \) is even, then its partner rank is \( i + 1 \) and if it is odd then the partner rank is \( i - 1 \). Within each pair of service instances, a message is sent from one rank to the other, and is then sent back again. The scenario of the PingPong test is illustrated in Figure 4.6(a). In this test, the round-trip time of the message travelling from one processor to another and back again is measured. The data transmitted in these tests consists of an array of Java doubles which is treated as an object for both the Object transmission tests and as a raw MPI.DOUBLE array for the datatype transmission test. The size of the array is varied and plotted against transmission time.

The results of the PingPong test are displayed graphically in Figure 4.7 with the message size in the range of 0 to 5Mbytes. To be able to see clearly the difference between the two MPI implementations when the size of message is small, the results of the PingPong test with message size in the range of 0 to 400Kbytes are displayed in Figure 4.8 with a larger scale.
These graphs show that there is a substantial difference in performance between the two mpiJava transmission methods: the datatype transmission that directly passes the message to the underlying MPICH clearly outperforms the Object transmission. Again, at a superficial glance, the difference between the mpiJava Object PingPong test and the MPIWS PingPong test, at higher message sizes, appears to be minimal. To make a more accurate judgement on this data, previous authors [43] have used linear regression techniques to statistically analyse the data. Using the difference of least squares approach, both the latency and the bandwidth of the systems can be estimated using the mean message size $\bar{M}$, the standard deviation of the message size $SD_M$, mean timings $\bar{T}$ and the standard deviation of the timings $SD_T$. If the predicted line equation for the graph is of the form:

$$Y = a + bX$$
The slope of the graph is $b$:

$$b = r \frac{SD_T}{SD_M}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

where $r$ is the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient between message size and time, this can be calculated by:

$$r = \frac{1}{n-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{M_i - \bar{M}}{SD_X} \cdot \frac{T_i - \bar{T}}{SD_T}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)

and the intersection $a$ of the line with the Y axis can be obtained by the equation:

$$a = \bar{T} - \bar{M}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

The PingPong graphs show the data for two message transmissions, the Ping and the Pong. This means the calculated latency times can be halved. This gives the latencies (using data from the smaller message sizes) of 3.94ms for the MPIWS.
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Test, 0.27ms for the mpiJava Object test, and 0.14ms for the mpiJava datatype test. These estimations can be obtained graphically from the Y-axis intersections of the data graphs in Figure 4.8.

The calculation of the bandwidth estimations (defined as an amount of application message data per second) has also been split into smaller and larger values of the message sizes, due to the irregularity of the object transfer data sets above 1Mbytes. For the smaller message sizes, the bandwidth of the MPIWS tool running the PingPong test was 80.1Mbps and the mpiJava Object test was slightly slower at 75.4Mbps. However as can be seen from the graph, the mpiJava datatypes approach is the faster method for the PingPong test with its bandwidth estimated at 89.7Mbps. For the larger message sizes, the bandwidth of the MPIWS tests is 75.3Mbps, and the mpiJava Objects test only just slower at 74.1Mbps, whilst again the mpiJava datatypes approach is appreciably faster as expected (88.8Mbps). The calculated estimates can be seen in table form in Table 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Small Message Sizes</th>
<th>large Message Sizes</th>
<th>Latency</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PingPong Test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPIWS</td>
<td>3.94ms</td>
<td>80.2Mbps</td>
<td>75.3Mbps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpiJava Objects</td>
<td>0.27ms</td>
<td>75.4Mbps</td>
<td>74.1Mbps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpiJava Datatypes</td>
<td>0.14ms</td>
<td>89.7Mbps</td>
<td>88.8Mbps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ping*Pong Test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPIWS</td>
<td>2.09ms</td>
<td>91.1Mbps</td>
<td>77.1Mbps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpiJava Objects</td>
<td>-0.05ms</td>
<td>82.7Mbps</td>
<td>78.1Mbps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpiJava Datatypes</td>
<td>0.00ms</td>
<td>90.4Mbps</td>
<td>90.6Mbps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Table of Latencies and Bandwidths for Ping Pong and Ping*Pong tests (Note:- These are statistical estimations)
4.3.3 The Ping*Pong Test

The Ping*Pong test [43] is a variation of the PingPong test, which involves an even number of service instances each of which are paired with another. In this case, within each pair group, one service instance sends multiple messages to the other service instance in the same pair group, and then the receiving instance returns a single message. Figure 4.6(b) shows the scenario of the Ping*Pong test. This test differentiates between the intra message pipeline effect, where the message is broken into smaller parts by the system and processed through a pipeline to speed up the communication, and the inter message pipeline effect, where the system does not have to wait for one message to complete its transfer before starting to process the next message [43]. The Ping*Pong test shows a more realistic view of the system’s performance, as it emulates many real applications of message passing (such as matrix multiplication).

In this test the ping message is sent 10 times and then the same message is returned as the Pong. This means that there are 11 messages for the bandwidth calculations.

The results for the Ping*Pong test are shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. Figure 4.9 shows the results when message size is in the range of 0 to 41Mbits (approximately 5.1Mbytes) and Figure 4.10 shows the results on a larger scale when the message size is in the range of 0 to 1.4Mbits (approximately 175Kbytes).

The graph in Figure 4.10 distinctly shows the difference in performance for the smaller message sizes. The MPIWS test can be seen to have a high latency, but the bandwidth does not seem to be that different to the mpiJava approaches. When statistical analysis is performed on the data set using the least squares approach (as in Section 4.3.2) the estimated latency for the MPIWS Ping*Pong
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Figure 4.9: Ping*Pong test results (Message size 0 - 5MByte).

The test is 23ms and the bandwidth is estimated at 91.2Mbps (for these results the message size values under 1Kbyte were ignored because the overhead of the SOAP messages will skew the latency). For the mpiJava object test, both the graph and the statistical analysis of the smaller message sizes show that this method provides a slower bandwidth than the MPIWS that provided 82.7Mbps, but the latency is much smaller at -0.5ms (remember that this is a statistical estimation). An unexpected result was that, mpiJava's test sending datatypes provided a reduced bandwidth of 90.1Mbps for small message sizes but due to the negligible latency (-0.023ms), proved to be faster throughout the whole range of message sizes. As the message sizes increase, the relationship between the bandwidths becomes more in line with the PingPong tests with the MPIWS and mpiJava object tests providing bandwidths of 77.1Mbps and 78.0Mbps, respectively, and the mpiJava datatypes test providing a bandwidth of 90.6Mbps. A table of bandwidth and latency estimations can be seen in Table 4.1.

The results of the PingPong and Ping*Pong tests show that the MPIWS tool
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Figure 4.10: Ping*Pong test results (Message size 0 - 500KByte).

does have a high latency when transmitting point-to-point data, but they also show that the bandwidth of the MPIWS tool is quite comparable with the mpiJava tool. This is not that surprising as the underlying transmission protocols are the same and only the HTTP packet headers are added for the MPIWS data transmissions. The latency is somewhat more of a problem. The high latency creates a significant performance constraint when transmitting the smaller messages, but as the message sizes increase, the proportion of latency overhead to data transmission decreases so that for message sizes at around 150Kbytes for the Ping*Pong and 250Kbytes for the PingPong tests, the latency is absorbed in the running time to allow the MPIWS and the mpiJava passing serialised objects to run with equivalent timings.
4.3.4 The Internal Timings

The evaluation of the MPIWS tool can be enhanced by analysing the internal timings of the message passing data transfer. To this end a simple test, similar to the PingPong test, has been performed that sends data from one service instance to another and then back again. In this test, modified versions of the \textit{Send}, \textit{store} and \textit{Receive} methods are used, and timing data at various points in the execution of the operations are captured. By using these methods an understanding of the transfer process can be gained and theoretical design decisions can be justified.

The two sets of results presented show the internal timings from the \textit{Send}, \textit{store} and \textit{Receive} operations. Figure 4.11 shows the results of the data communication using a \textit{fire-and-forget} service client and Figure 4.12 shows the results of the communication using the \textit{sendRobust} service client.

The \textit{Send} and \textit{Receive} operations are performed on separate computers. It is not
possible to precisely time both operations with a view to giving timing information of the one operation relative to the other. This is because the system clocks will differ slightly on each machine. The internal timings test performs a PingPong communication with all timing data being collected at the initiating rank. This means that the data communication that is timed for the Send operation is not the same data communication that is timed for the Receive operation. The Send timing is for the Ping and the Receive timing is for the Pong.

In order to present the data with relative timing information an assumption has been made: the Send and Receive in one direction of the PingPong will have the same timings as the Send and Receive in the other direction. It follows from this assumption, that the data communication in one direction will take half the round trip time. If the Receive timing data from the Pong communication is shown with half the round trip time removed, the data can be used to represent the Ping's Receive timing data.
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The graphs in Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show the Send, store and Receive timing data normalised, as described above, to represent a single communication operation.

It can be seen in the figures that both approaches spend little time setting up the payload elements, and approximately 2.5ms setting the options in the service client. It can also be seen that for both approaches, the Receive and store operations are very similar in the timing of internal operations. The difference between the two approaches is the time taken to return from the sending method. In the fire-and-forget approach the sending service can start completing other tasks after approximately 2.5ms; however, in the sendRobust approach the service must wait for 25ms. These tests show that the choice of using the fire-and-forget service client will provide a benefit for the performance of MPIWS applications.

4.3.5 SendReceive

Using the MPI standard, the exchange of data between two ranks must be controlled very carefully. If two ranks exchange data with each other, both using a Send followed by a Receive, then a deadlock situation could arise [95, pp62]. This deadlock arises because both ranks are waiting for the other to receive its data. The MPI standard allows for two solutions to this problem. Firstly, one rank sends the data then receives the data, and the other rank receives the data then sends the data. Secondly, both ranks use the SendReceive operation. Using the MPIWS implementation, this deadlock will not arise, because the store method is executed in a separately invoked service thread to the Receive method. This means that the Send from a local rank can be completed without the remote Receive being called, thus allowing the local rank to continue with its Receive operation.

The SendReceive operation in the MPIWS API is implemented using the standard
point-to-point operations, however, the two tasks are executed in separate threads. Although the operations already run using threads, the extra layer of threading at the MPI layer provides a slightly better performance. This allows the operating system to interleave the processing and data transfer of the two tasks to achieve a better overall performance. The point to note is that although the tasks are threaded, there will only be one processor available in the evaluation tests. In the context of a network of work stations connected together with Ethernet networking (100Base-T) then the connection to the ranks is full duplex, i.e. there is the potential to both send and receive 100Mbits of information at the same time. This makes the SendReceive operation very economical when compared to the Send followed by a Receive.

SendReceive Evaluation

The MPIWS SendReceive operation has been evaluated against the alternative MPI standard approach of one rank sending then receiving, and the other rank receiving then sending the data.

Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show the timings of the MPIWS SendReceive operation and the MPIWS Send followed by Receive. From these graphs it can be seen that the combined SendReceive operation runs faster than the serial Send followed by Receive. This is especially true for the smaller message sizes (< 1Mbyte). This is put down to the caching capabilities within the network cards, and use of only one processor core to execute the multiple threads.
4.3.6 The Matrix Multiplication Test

A further test is performed based on a real application, a one dimensionally blocked parallel matrix multiplication, multiplying 2 N by N matrices of doubles. This application is a simple parallellised version of the matrix multiplication problem. The communications for the matrix multiplication application are shown in Figure 4.6(c). It is important to note that although the sequence of the Send operations is fixed, both the sending and the receiving processors do not have to wait until the Send or Receive operations complete before they process the next message.

In the matrix multiplication application test, the multiplication calculations are extremely time-consuming. Together with the variances in the processors' utilisation at the time of testing, it could dilute the performance of the communications. The calculation part of the application has therefore been omitted, and only the communication results of the application have been presented.
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Figure 4.14: Timings of the MPIWS *SendReceive* operation and the MPIWS *Send* followed by *Receive* for message sizes between 0 and 120Kbytes

The results of the matrix multiplication test running over 8 processors and using point-to-point communication operations are shown in Figures. 4.15 and 4.16.

Figure 4.15 shows the results when the matrix size $N$ is in the larger range of 0 to 3500 while Figure 4.16 shows the results when $N$ is in the smaller range of 0 to 600. According to the results, when the size of the matrix is large enough, in this case $270 \times 270$, the application runs faster using MPIWS than using mpiJava. Tests over different numbers of processors have also been conducted and all the results came out consistently. The results shows clear agreement with the Ping*Pong test. The matrix multiplication requires consecutive *Sends* to distribute the matrix over processors. The combination of *fire-and-forget* sends with message buffering at the receiving processor have a good inter-message pipeline effect on the MPIWS which is demonstrated in the Ping*Pong Test, and explains the test results showed in Figures 4.15 and 4.16.
4.4 Chapter Summary

This chapter presents the design of MPIWS for point-to-point communications. It gives a detailed picture of the tool’s architecture and use of resources to provide state and session within the application’s communication domain. This chapter addresses how MPIWS is to be deployed as an extension to the application’s deployment files, and how the application designer is to use the MPIWS tool. To evaluate the point-to-point functionality of MPIWS, tests are presented that compare the performance of MPIWS to the performance of a leading Java based MPI implementation, mpiJava. These tests show that the MPIWS tool performs comparably with the mpiJava passing Objects but has a relatively large latency.

The tests also show that when MPIWS is compared with mpiJava passing defined datatypes, the mpiJava bandwidth is 15% faster than the MPIWS bandwidth for large message sizes (over 1Mb) and is similar for smaller message sizes.
Figure 4.16: Results of matrix multiplication test using point-to-point communication with 8 processors ($N = 0 - 600$).

Latency using MPIWS is significantly larger, approximately 2ms compared with very minimal latency for the mpiJava.
Chapter 5

Collective Operations

Chapter Overview:
One of the powerful features of MPI implementations is their ability to perform collective communication operations; the details of which have been discussed at length in Chapter 2.4.4. This chapter describes the design and implementation of the collective communication functionality within the MPIWS tool, which includes: Broadcast, Gather, Barrier, Reduce and AllReduce. The implementation is then evaluated by performance testing against a leading Java based MPI implementation, mpiJava, and the results are then analysed to enable a discussion about whether MPIWS has a practical use within the distributed computing tool set.
5.1 Introduction

Collective communication is used within the distributed computing environment to enhance the performance of message passing on a domain level. It provides faster communication for applications that require domain level systematic communication operations. Supporting collective communications in MPIWS is essential to demonstrate the potential efficiency of a Web service based approach for scientific computing. To this end, a number of collective communication operations, including Broadcast, Gather, Barrier, Reduce, and AllReduce have been implemented.

Collective operations are more complex than point-to-point communication and require extra processing such as retransmitting messages, combining data into a larger data set or appending data to existing data. In our design, the collective operations are built by extending the implemented point-to-point operations and adding the extra processing required for collective communication. These additions are implemented in both the MPI operations layer, and in the direct communications layer.

5.1.1 The Purpose of the Evaluation

The evaluation of the MPIWS collective communication functionality serves two purposes. The first is to assess whether the collective techniques, when used within a Web services environment, are more efficient and timely than conventional serial communication. To this end the evaluation must test implementations of both the serial and algorithmic versions of each collective operation. The second purpose of the collective communications evaluation is to

\footnote{For an explanation of the layer structure within MPIWS see Section 4.2.1 and Figure 4.2}
aid in assessing the suitability of the MPIWS tool for MPI-style communication, as the collective communications functionality forms a large backbone of the MPI efficiency. To give a comparison with existing tools, the research presents direct evaluation of the performance of MPIWS against the performance of our test case, mpiJava. This will be a vital part of the overall evaluation of MPIWS.

For the evaluation of collective communication operations, both serial and binomial versions of the *Broadcast*, *Gather*, *Barrier*, *Reduce* and *AllReduce* operations have been evaluated against mpiJava. In addition there are two mpiJava versions of each test; one transmits the data as defined data types and the other uses the object transmission provided within the mpiJava tool.

### 5.2 Collective Operation Functionality

#### 5.2.1 Broadcast

The easiest example of a collective communication operation to envisage is the broadcast operation, where data stored at one rank is sent to all other ranks in the communication domain. The simplest way to perform a broadcast operation is for the broadcasting rank, commonly called the *rootRank*, to serially send the data to each of the other ranks in the communication domain in turn.

Ideally within MPIWS the broadcast operation could be achieved by creating one XML-based SOAP message and consecutively sending this message to all other ranks. This technique would save the time involved in serialising the data on multiple occasions. Unfortunately the creation of the XML element involves the use of data streams to pass the data into the SOAP message. If the message is
sent twice or more, the data stream has to be split between the multiple Sends which corrupted the message. To solve this problem, multiple message elements that use separate data streams for the object data are used, with one for each Send operation. However, whilst this method adds extra latency to the serial Broadcast operation, it does allow the reuse of the standard point-to-point Send operation.

There are a number of disadvantages in using the serial broadcast method which will be detailed. The serial version of the Broadcast has poor load balancing because the communication relies on the root repeatedly sending the message to other ranks.

A superficial view of this serial operation would suggest that there is no concurrent sending of data to different recipient ranks. However, since the send method uses the fire-and-forget Service Client, the Service Client returns after the existence of the receiving host has been confirmed. This means that if there are messages which still need to be transmitted from the root node, then it is likely that these messages will be sent concurrently by another Service Client. Although data can be transmitted to multiple recipients concurrently, there is a limitation on the utilisation of the network bandwidth; a single rank can only provide data to match the capabilities of the network card of the host machine. In the case that the network bandwidth is greater than that of the network cards in individual hosts, this broadcast mechanism can never utilise the full potential of the network bandwidth.

A better algorithm, with better network utilisation and load balance, can be achieved if the Send operations are distributed among multiple ranks. This allows multiple Send operations to be performed concurrently and utilises the bandwidth of multiple network cards. One such algorithm is binomial distribution.
5.2. Collective Operation Functionality

The binomial distribution of the data message [8] is a more efficient method of performing the broadcast and has been widely used in MPI implementations for smaller message sizes (e.g. MPICH). This method uses the receiving ranks within the communication domain to take part in the collective operation by forwarding on the message to further ranks. The implemented system uses a standard power of two binomial distribution to broadcast the message.

With this binomial approach, both the retransmission of the data, and the calculation of which rank to retransmit to, must happen in the methods at the direct-communication layer. The justification for this is that: if the recipient service instance needs to wait until the application layer is ready to receive the message data, then this could hold up the entire broadcast operation when only one receiving rank is not ready. Whereas, if the retransmission is achieved at the direct communication layer, there is no requirement for the ranks to wait until the application is synchronised before the retransmission is carried out. This is because the retransmission is independent of the service’s application.

To this end MPI-style Web services provide a bStore method, distinct from the store method, with the additional retransmission functionality required for the binomial broadcast. This method primarily stores the data within the message data structure as with the standard store method, but then re-accesses the resource to recalculate the ranks that it is to send to, and performs the Send operation.

There are two issues associated with the retransmission of the data within the direct-communication layer methods which can be discussed in order of complexity.

1. The fromRank element of the message must remain set to the value of the rootRank that initiates the broadcast. So it is necessary to copy the fromRank
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value of the received message into the retransmitted message during the \textit{bStore} method execution.

2. The sequential ordering of the messages is achieved by the use of a sequence number which separately sequences each message from one rank to any other rank. Within the binomial \textit{Broadcast} operation, messages are forwarded from the broadcast's \textit{rootRank}, to the ultimate receiving rank by other intermediary ranks within the communication domain.

As described in the point-to-point design (Section 4.2), within the scope of a pair of ranks, the message's sequence number is essentially unique to each message between those ranks, but the sequence number for that receiving rank is only accessible at the broadcast \textit{rootRank}. If the forwarding rank was to use
its repository to generate a sequence number, then the sequence number for a message sent from the forwarding rank to the ultimate receiving rank would be associated with the incorrect point of origin.

This problem can be solved by the Broadcast root rank including an array of sequence numbers that correspond to each rank in the Broadcast communication domain. This slightly increases the message’s overhead data, but allows each ultimate receiving bStore method instance to extract the correct sequence number for its rank and use it to file the message within the resource’s message buffer.

Figure 5.1 shows a simple scenario of a binomial Broadcast operation. Rank 0, as the root node, sends the message to rank 2 then rank 1. The bStore() method extracts the object data and rebuilds the message element for each retransmission. At ranks 1 and 3, the object is extracted and the bStore() method calculates that there are no further transmissions needed and the broadcast completes.

5.2.2 Gather

The Gather collective operation retrieves data from all non-root service nodes and arranges it in an array at the root service so that data $d_j$ at rank $R_j$ becomes an array of data $d_{0:n}$ at $R_{root}$, where $j = 0$ to communication domain size $n - 1$ [8]. The resulting array is of size equal to the number of service nodes available in the communication domain, and each cell of the array contains the data sent from the service node with rank that equals the index value of the cell [107]. In MPIWS, two implementations of the Gather method have been implemented and tested: the serial version of the Gather method and the binomial version of the Gather method [8]. Both versions are implemented by using the point-to-point primitive operations Send and Receive. These operations are in the
MPI-operations layer and, unlike the Broadcast operation's bStore method, so is the Gather functionality. This is because the Gather is a synchronisation method and requires data from the application layer before it can proceed.

In the serial implementation of the Gather method, each non-root node within the communication domain sends its chunk of data directly to the root, and the root receives and collates the data into an array in their rank order.

The binomial implementation of the Gather method uses the same binomial tree used in the binomial Broadcast for the root service node to gather data from each non-root service node. In the execution of the binomial Gather operation, for each service node, an array of size equal to the number of nodes in the domain and initially occupied with null objects, is generated. The data generated by the service node is stored into the array corresponding to the rank value of the node. The service node may serve as an intermediary node that receives data from other nodes and then sends the received data, as well as its own data, to the node at a higher level of the binomial tree. The received data is in the form of an array with all the data stored in the corresponding cells. Each intermediate node needs to merge the received array with its own array by copying each non-null object into its own array. It then sends the merged array to the node above in the binomial tree.

### 5.2.3 Barrier

The Barrier operation provides a synchronisation mechanism for MPI applications. It involves no data transmission, but provides a guarantee that each service node in the communication domain has reached a particular point during its execution. There are many ways of implementing the Barrier operation, and
a good reference to many of these methods can be found in Pjesivac-Grbovic et al. [84]. The method chosen in the design of MPIWS uses the collective operations that have already been implemented: a **Gather** operation followed by a **Broadcast** operation. The method was chosen because it involves the least number of back to back sends when compared to other methods, such as the Double Ring [84].

A **Barrier** operation involves very small or null data transmission. Compared with the small data size that is transmitted, the overhead of sending an empty or near empty SOAP message is high and this causes the poor performance of a **Barrier** operation. However, this problem can be overlooked if the MPIWS services are to be used in a coarse-grained application with large data transmission, in which the transmission times of large data transfers make the overheads of the barrier negligible.

### 5.2.4 Reduce

The **Reduce** operation is briefly described in the MPI background chapter (Chapter 2). It combines data values held within the ranks and transfers the combined result to the root rank so that the data $x_j$ at rank $R_j$ becomes $\sum_{i=0}^{R-1} x_i$ at $R_{\text{root}}$ [107]. In the MPI specification there is the ability to define different operations as well as **summation**, The MPIWS tool provides the **summation** operation as a proof of concept. The design of the **Reduce** operation presents a few problems that have not yet been dealt with so far, namely, the use of Objects as the transmission data. The practice of summation requires a very specific datatype, i.e. the system cannot be expected to add two objects together unless a method is provided to enable this. MPIWS has provided support for the reduction of arrays of all Java types that can use the standard Java arithmetic operators. As an enhancement, MPIWS could offer the reduction of
any object that implemented a *Reduction* interface containing a set of user defined combination operators.

The Communication structure for the *Reduce* operation is effectively the same as the communication structure for the *Gather*. Also, as with the *Gather* operation, the functionality for MPIWS’s *Reduce* is executed within the MPI-operation layer. This is because the data cannot be transmitted until the local application layer has reached the gather point in its code, and must not be allowed to alter the data until the gather’s transmission has been completed.

### 5.2.5 AllReduce

The *AllReduce* operation is an extension of the *Reduce* operation because the data is reduced to all nodes instead of just the root node. This means the resulting merged data is transferred to all the service nodes [107]. As mentioned in the background sections there are a number of different methods to achieve the *AllReduce* operation, one of which is a *Scatter* followed by a *Gather* [8]. This method is the method by which MPICH achieves the *AllReduce*. The problem with using this method in the MPIWS architecture is that the data is transmitted in the form of Objects, which are difficult to split into chunks and distribute over multiple nodes. Thus MPIWS adopted two different approaches: the *Reduce* operation followed by a *Broadcast* operation, and the recursive doubling approach [88]. Both approaches have been implemented and evaluated in MPIWS.

The method of recursive doubling utilises the efficiencies gained from the *SendReceive* operation. Each service node pairs with another service node and swaps data, then each pair of nodes pair with another pair and swap data, and this process is repeated as shown in Figure 5.2
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5.3.1 Broadcast Evaluation

In the broadcast test, a Barrier operation is performed before the start of the operation, in order to synchronise the services in the communication domain. The timing, conducted at the broadcast’s rootRank, starts after the Barrier operation is completed. The Broadcast operation is then performed, which ends when all the service nodes have received the broadcasted message. In order to synchronise the communication domain at the end of the operation, the broadcasting service, i.e. the rootRank, is then notified by all services. The notification is performed by a report-to-root operation which is effectively a minimal data gather.

The results of the broadcast tests are shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. Figure 5.3
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shows the results when the message size is in the larger range of 0 to 4Mbytes, while Figure 5.4 shows the results when the message size is in the smaller range of 0 to 500Kbytes. Six implementations of Broadcast have been tested: serial and binomial versions of MPIWS Broadcast (labelled on the graphs as MPIWS SBcast and MPIWS Bcast); serial and binomial versions of mpiJava Object data type Broadcast (labelled on the graphs as mpiJava Obj SBcast and mpiJava Obj Bcast); and serial and binomial versions of mpiJava defined data-type Broadcast (labelled on the graphs as mpiJava DT SBcast and mpiJava DT Bcast). All tests are carried out with a communication domain size of eight services.

![Graph showing broadcast test results](image)

Figure 5.3: Broadcast test results (Message size = 0 - 4Mbytes).

It can be seen in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 that the mpiJava Object data type broadcasts of both the serial and Bcast perform in the same manner. This is because the mpiJava Broadcast doesn’t utilise the underlying MPICH functionality, but transfers the data serially. It is not surprising to see that the MPIWS serial broadcast performs with a similar efficiency to these mpiJava Object broadcasts. Nor is it surprising to see that the mpiJava SerialBroadcast using defined data type transmission, is faster than all three other serial algorithms, which is effectively the same as the Ping*Pong scenario examined in the
The results are expected because using a binomial tree is a more efficient approach in implementing Broadcast than using a serial approach [8], and Broadcast in mpiJava using Object transfer is a serial version of broadcast due to there being no mapping to the native MPICH broadcast for broadcasts of the type Object. The MPICH algorithmic broadcast uses the binomial Scatter/AllGather approach for all messages over 12Kbytes, and this contributes to its improved efficiency.
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5.3.2 Gather Evaluation

In the gather test, similar to the Broadcast test, a Barrier operation is performed before the Gather operation starts to synchronise the processors. The time calculation starts after the Barrier operation finishes and ends when the Gather operation returns at the root service node.

The results of the Gather tests are displayed in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. Six implementations of Gather have been tested: serial and binomial versions of MPIWS Gather; serial and algorithmic versions of mpiJava Object data type Gather; and serial and algorithmic versions of mpiJava defined data type Gather. All tests are carried out with a communication domain size of eight services.

![Gather test results graph](image)

Figure 5.5: Gather test results (Message size = 0 - 5Mbytes).

In contrast to the Broadcast operation, where using a binomial tree significantly improves performance, using a binomial tree degrades the performance of a Gather operation because of the overhead that arises from repeatedly transmitting the cumulative data. According to the results, the mpiJava Gather performs better than the MPIWS serial Gather when the message size is small \((N = 150)\), but
as the message size increases, the graphs show the overheads of the MPIWS are diluted and the differences in the two approaches is not dependent on the message size.

5.3.3 Barrier Evaluation

Since there is no dependence on message size, the results of the barrier tests displayed in Figure 5.7 show the timings of the barrier communication against the number of processors. Three different barrier implementations are tested: the serial version of the MPIWS Barrier operation, the binomial version of the MPIWS Barrier operation, and the mpiJava Barrier operation. The serial version of the MPIWS Barrier operation is implemented by a serial MPIWS Gather followed by a serial MPIWS Broadcast. The binomial version of the MPIWS Barrier operation is a binomial MPIWS Gather followed by a binomial MPIWS Broadcast. When the message size is small, the overhead of SOAP messaging becomes significant and this is clearly shown in the results: both serial
and binomial versions of the MPIWS *Barrier* operation are much slower than the mpiJava *Barrier*. Comparing between the serial and the binomial versions of the MPIWS *Barrier* operations, the binomial implementation works better than the serial implementation when the number of processors is greater than 5.

This operation is the worst case scenario for the MPI-style services due to the minimal size of the data transmitted and the need to send a comprehensive SOAP message to achieve the communication: the whole of the SOAP message is overhead. Although this result on its own is not a very positive argument for the MPI-style Web services architecture, the *Barrier* is a very short operation compared to coarse-grained data transmission operations. In most application scenarios, the poor performance of the *Barrier* will become unnoticeable due to the longer transmission times of communications of larger quantities of data.
5.3.4 Reduce and AllReduce Evaluation

The Reduce and AllReduce evaluation must be considered very carefully. MpiJava processes the AllReduce operation differently to other operations, as it will not allow the data to be transferred as an Object. MpiJava requires the data transfer to be conducted as one of the MPICH defined datatypes to allow the reduction operations to function properly. However this also means that MPIWS can no longer be evaluated against a message passing tool which is transferring Objects. The graphs in Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the mpiJava AllReduce as well as the two MPIWS implementations of the AllReduce: the Reduce/Broadcast, and the recursive doubling methods.

![Graph showing Reduce and AllReduce test results (message size 0 - 5Mbytes).](image)

Figure 5.8: Reduce and AllReduce test results (message size 0 - 5Mbytes).

With the Reduce evaluation, it can be seen that the collective communications approach is consistently beneficial. When it is compared to the transmission of datatypes within mpiJava the impact of the extra serialisation step can be seen. Again for the AllReduce evaluation it can be seen MPIWS does not fare too well, but, as has been discussed, this is not a surprise. What is important though, is the comparison to the serial operations in the Broadcast and Reduce experiments.
These comparisons show the ability of the Web services architecture to use the collective communications operations in order to increase the efficiency of the data transfer.

The test results for the collective communication operations confirm that MPIWS is a practical and efficient way to integrate collective communications techniques into a Web services environment, although not all of the collective operations (especially the \texttt{Barrier} operation) are as efficient as could be hoped. The full conclusions of the MPIWS tool will be discussed in detail in Chapter 8 after the applications have been examined in Chapter 7.

5.4 Chapter Summary

This chapter has introduced the collective communication functionality within the MPIWS tool set. The performance of the \texttt{Broadcast}, \texttt{Gather}, \texttt{Barrier}, \texttt{Reduce} and \texttt{AllReduce} have been evaluated against serial implementations using MPIWS and mpiJava implementations. The results have shown that collective communication techniques similar to those used in the MPI implementations
can improve the efficiency of the Web service communication architecture when compared to serial implementations of these operations. In the case of the *Broadcast* operation, this improvement is up to 50%. Within the MPIWS architecture two collective algorithms have been used; binomial distribution, and recursive doubling. Both of these algorithms provide a justifiable increase in performance when compared with the serial implementations within MPIWS. One notable point is the limitations of MPIWS to utilise collective techniques that require the split of a complete data set followed by processing of elements within that subset. It should also be noted that the performance of the barrier operation is unsurprisingly slow due to the ratio of overhead to the message data.
Chapter 6

Enhancements to Workflow Communication Structures Using MPIWS

Chapter Overview:
In this chapter, "direct messaging within workflow executions" is discussed. This discussion demonstrates the potential of using MPIWS to enhance the efficiency of data communication within a Web service based workflow environment. A typical workflow is executed by an application called a manager, which is responsible for the invocation of all services in the workflow. Once a service has been invoked by the manager, the output data from that service is transmitted, via the manager, to the input of the next service defined in the workflow. This data transmission is sent via the Web service's standard response and request messages. By using the direct message passing functionality provided in the MPIWS tool, it is proposed that passing the data directly from one service to the next, without relaying it via the manager, will increase the speed of the workflow's communication.
6.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters, MPIWS has been proposed and evaluated against mpiJava, a leading Java implementation of MPI. MPIWS enables MPI-style applications to be executed within the Web services framework by facilitating the transfer of data from one executing service to another, concurrently executing service. This data transfer can occur at any time during the execution of the MPIWS service. The original motivation for this research came from the development of workflow languages such as MPFL [60] and GSFL [69] with the ability to describe MPI-style communication. In this chapter, the use of MPIWS to provide enhancements to workflow communications is examined.

Within a standard workflow scenario the data communication consists of input to, and output from the service. This style of communication is undertaken at the beginning and end of each service. In a Web service based workflow execution, these communications are the request to invoke a service, and the response from the termination of that service.

Web service based workflows are typically controlled by managers that centralise the flow of data from one service to the next. This is achieved by the response data being returned to the manager from one service before that data is then forwarded, by the manager, as an invocation request to the next service. In this research it has been proposed that the decentralisation of this data communication, by allowing the services to transfer the data directly from one service to the next, could enhance the overall performance of service based workflows, especially ones that process large data sets.

To achieve this decentralisation, MPIWS is used to enable the direct transfer of data between services. To execute a workflow application, a communication
domain is initiated, and the initial data is passed from the manager to the first service in the workflow. All other services in the workflow are concurrently initialised within the communication domain with their respective ranks, and then wait for the service input data. The communication of the data from one service to the next is performed by a Send and Receive operation between the two service ranks within the communication domain. Once a service has sent its output data on to the next service in the workflow, it responds to the manager with any metadata required for the workflow management. Once a receiving service has received its input data, it proceeds with the execution of its task.

For the services to know where the input data is to come from, or where the output data needs to be sent, there needs to be an extra level of understanding between the services within the communication domain. Each service must have knowledge of how it fits into the workflow definition. This issue can be addressed by including an XML based configuration description element (workflowCFG) within the initialisation request to the service from the manager. The configuration element specifies the rank from which the current service should expect to receive its input data, and the rank to which the current service should send output data. A simple XML schema for the configuration of services involved in direct message passing has been devised to demonstrate the concept. This schema is highly extensible and allows for the description of multiple input and output sources. It could be extended to allow for collective communication operations.

Listing 6.1 shows a simple example of the configuration element. It prescribes that the receiving service receives its input data from rank 1 and sends its output data to rank 3 (A more comprehensive description for the service configuration elements can be found in Appendix A.1).
Listing 6.1: Configuration element prescribing that Rank 2 receives input data from Rank 1 and passes the output data to Rank 3.

```xml
<workflowCFG>
  <in>
    <fromRank> 1 </fromRank>
  </in>
  <out>
    <toRank> 3 </toRank>
  </out>
</workflowCFG>
```

### 6.2 Example Workflows

In this section, workflows that demonstrate direct messaging data transfer between services are described. These workflows are executed to show both their potential, and also to show any improvements in the workflows communication efficiency when compared to standard workflow execution.

#### 6.2.1 Chain Workflow

The first workflow to be described, is a simple chain of services which comprises a set of identical service instances. Each service instance accepts a data element as its input, and then echoes the same data element as its output. The workflow manager is in charge of passing the data from one service to the next service in the workflow. This example minimises any processing done in the service so the communication can be assessed independently. The workflow is pictured in Figure 6.1

The workflow is executed by both a workflow manager that supports standard Web service invocation, and by a workflow manager that supports direct
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Figure 6.1: Workflow for the service chain experiment.

*message* between services using MPIWS.

In the first instance, where a standard workflow manager is used, each service receives the data element as part of the invocation request message from the workflow manager and then returns the output data to the workflow manager via the response message. The service is deployed on a number of servers to provide 8 identical services. The workflow manager then calls each of the 8 services in turn and re-transmits the output message data to the input of the next service. Figure 6.2 shows the invocation scenario of the workflow using the standard workflow manager. Each request and response message includes the whole data element. In the test, the execution of the workflow is timed for a range of message sizes.

Figure 6.2: Invocation scenario of the chain workflow using the standard workflow manager.

In the workflow execution scenario using workflow managers supporting *direct* *message*, the service involved is designed as an MPIWS-style service. When invoked, the service initialises within its prescribed domain. Each service parses
its configuration element, which describes how the service should receive its input data and return its output data. The first service in the workflow is configured to receive the data element from the workflow manager and the data element is part of the service invocation request. When the first service completes, it uses the MPIWS \textit{Send} method to transmit the data element to the next service in the workflow. This next service has already been initialised and configured to \textit{Receive} the data from the first service and to \textit{Send} its output data to the next service in the workflow. This process continues until the final service, which is configured to return the data element to the workflow manager within the response to its initial service invocation request. Figure 6.3 shows the workflow execution scenario using MPIWS \textit{direct messaging}. The solid arrows represent the messages containing the data set as well as MPIWS metadata and the dashed lines represent the messages containing only MPIWS metadata.

![Figure 6.3: Invocation scenario of the chain workflow using MPIWS direct messaging.](image)

MPIWS provides the functionality for data to be transferred as serialised Objects. This approach improves the efficiency of data communications for scientific applications that transfer large quantities of numerical data. However, for a general Web service that does not use as much numerical data, this serialisation would not provide as great a benefit. Additionally the inclusion of the serialisation
to the protocol stack requires that all services in the MPIWS domain adhere to the serialisation protocol. In the case of MPI-style applications, this is not so much of a problem as the services are designed in a more tightly-coupled manner. But, for general services, it is beneficial to retain the data in XML format to allow a more loosely-coupled architecture.

The work presented in this chapter uses the MPIWS methods but retains the XML formatting for the transmitted data. This allows the communication to adhere to Web service formatting standards. Another advantage of retaining XML formatting in the direct messaging workflow execution is to allow a comparison to the standard workflow execution for the purposes of evaluation. This comparison is acceptable as the data transmitted in both the standard and the direct messaging approaches is same in both content and format. Again the whole process, including the initial set-up of the communication domain, is timed for a range of message sizes.

Assumptions and Theory

Both the deployment of this set of services and the execution of the workflow manager is within a single Local Area Network in order to minimise the affect of the differing network route times. The conditions under which this experiment is conducted allow certain assumptions to be made:

- The network bandwidth and latency for each route between services in the network is, allowing for network usage and wiring variations, the same. This can be assumed because each of the Web service servers and the workflow manager processor are all directly connected to the same physical switch.
The processing time for the data at each service node, allowing for processor utilisation, is the same. This can be assumed because: the configuration of each of the machines is identical, the testing is done at a time of low usage, and minimum timings are taken from a number of test iterations.

Allowing for these assumptions, a simplified theoretical prediction of the best possible results can be made. The time improvement of the direct messaging execution of the workflow will never be greater than the ratio of the number of messages sent in each system. For this workflow, comprising a chain of eight services and a workflow manager, the standard Web service method transmits the data sixteen times and the direct messaging method transmits the data nine times. Hence the best possible performance for the direct messaging execution in this case will take 9/16ths of the standard workflow execution.

In this performance estimation the initialisation overhead of the direct messaging method has been completely ignored. Within the experiment, all the time taken for the MPIWS initialisation and the extra data transfer associated with it will be included in the total timings of the experiment. Although this is a simple theoretical prediction, it shows the potential improvement in the communications effectiveness using direct messaging supported by MPIWS.

Results

The results in Figure 6.4 show the timings of the workflow execution using the standard workflow execution approach and the direct messaging workflow execution approach. As a reference, the theoretical minimum timings of 9/16ths of the standard approach is also shown in the graph. It can be seen that the workflow execution using the direct messaging approach show a marked improvement over the standard workflow approach. However, the effectiveness
of using *direct messaging* in this workflow execution becomes obvious only when the size of the data transmitted is large enough (>300Kbytes in this example). This can be put down to the MPIWS initialisation overheads.

![Chart showing message size vs. execution time for standard workflow execution and direct messaging workflow execution.](image)

Figure 6.4: Message size vs. execution time for standard workflow execution and direct messaging workflow execution.

These results provide experimental evidence that enabling *direct messaging* between services involved in the execution of a workflow, improves the efficiency of the workflow execution. It is, however, essential to understand the limitations of these results. The experiments were specifically conducted on a network where all the servers are connected to the same switch. In more general scenarios, the services would be deployed on a more distributed network. This would mean the messaging times from service to service and from service to workflow manager will be different for each and every case. In the case of *direct messaging*, this must be taken into account when estimating the potential gain of any system wishing to employ this methodology.
6.2.2 Workflow Services with Multiple Inputs

The second workflow presented in this chapter demonstrates the potential of MPIWS to facilitate *direct messaging* workflows that incorporate services with multiple inputs. The workflow shown in Figure 6.5 shows that the workflow manager provides an input for *service 1* and *service 2*. Both these services are configured to receive input from the workflow manager and send their output to *service 3*. This single input configuration style has been described in Section 6.2.1. *Service 3* is configured to accept input from both *service 1* and *service 2*. The output from *service 3* is returned to the workflow manager.

![Figure 6.5: Workflow demonstrating a service with multiple inputs.](image)

The configuration element for *service 3* is shown in Listing 6.2. The `<in>` element describes the inputs to the service, and in this example it contains two child elements. The presence of multiple child elements within the `<in>` element instructs the MPIWS initialisation method to loop through these child elements, receiving data from each specified rank using the MPIWS `Receive` method. The received data from each of the input ranks is stored in an array that is then passed to the services application.

This workflow example demonstrates that multiple input functionality can be achieved with *direct messaging* provided by MPIWS. This decentralised approach
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Listing 6.2: Configuration element prescribing that the service receives input data from Rank 1 and Rank 2 and then passes its output data to the service’s client (the workflow manager).

```
<workflowCFG>
  <in>
    <fromRank> 1 </fromRank>
    <fromRank> 2 </fromRank>
  </in>
  <out>
    <toRank> client </toRank>
  </out>
</workflowCFG>
```

can be used to replace similar functionality provided by centralised entities, such as actors in the Kepler [2] workflow management system.

There are other inherent advantages with this methodology for workflow execution, one of which is the potential to reduce a communication bottleneck at the workflow manager. If the workflow manager is executing a number of branches of a workflow in parallel, having all the data being centrally transferred via the manager processor could cause a bottleneck in the whole workflow execution. By decentralising the workflow communications, the bottleneck will be eliminated.

6.3 Chapter Summary

In this chapter direct messaging between Web service based workflow components has been introduced. This technique uses the MPIWS tool to facilitate the direct communication of data from the output of one service to the input of the next service, as defined by the workflow description. This avoids the extra communication required to route that data via the workflow manager. Testing has confirmed that for workflows that require large data transfers (>300Kbytes),
this method improves the communications performance of certain workflow executions. *Direct messaging* could also help to avoid communication bottlenecks at the workflow manager in workflows that have large numbers of communications between services.
Chapter 7

Applications

Chapter Overview:
The previous chapters have outlined the design and implementation of MPIWS, and have evaluated it against the mpiJava tool set. This is an essential piece of work in order to prove that MPIWS is efficient in terms of the communications protocols. This chapter examines some applications that can employ MPIWS, in order to address the motivations for this work in more detail. Starting with a one dimensionally blocked matrix multiplication calculation using the Broadcast operation, and then a piece of molecular dynamics simulation code, this chapter will assess the application of MPIWS for high performance computing.
7.1 Introduction

In this chapter, two applications that use MPIWS are assessed. The first application is a one dimensionally blocked matrix multiplication calculation. It uses the Broadcast operation to distribute data to every rank in the communication domain. This application has been chosen as it is frequently part of MPI benchmark suites [73] and is therefore well known in its use for evaluation and testing. The one dimensionally blocked matrix multiplication calculation also has a simple communication pattern which simplifies any analysis that is to be done. The second application is a piece of molecular dynamics simulation code, MolDyn. This application has been chosen because the simulation of molecular dynamics is a highly active research area within high performance computing. The ability of MPIWS to run the MolDyn code demonstrates the ease of porting MPI-style code to the MPIWS platform, and the ability of MPIWS to run real high performance computing applications.

7.2 Matrix Multiplication

For the matrix multiplication test, a one-dimensional blocked matrix multiplication application using collective communication operations has been implemented. The application is run using both the MPIWS infrastructure and mpiJava. The speed-up of the applications when running in parallel over differing numbers of processing nodes is presented for analysis.

The matrix multiplication application is a common example of the use of parallel processing to perform time consuming calculations. The number of operations for the calculation scales as $O(n^3)$ for $n \times n$ matrices (it is actually $2n^3$ [31]), so
for \( n = 1000 \) there are two billion floating point operations.

This application is based on a simple parallelisation of the matrix multiplication problem [31]. In a matrix multiplication \( \hat{C} = \hat{A} \times \hat{B} \) for an \( n \) by \( n \) matrix, Demmel [31] describes a matrix that is divided into columns of size \( n \) by \( n/p \) where \( p \) is the number of processors involved in the calculation and \( n \) is divisible by \( p \). The columns are referred to as \( X(i) \) where \( X \) denotes the full matrix, \( i \) is the number of the column, where \( i = 0 \) to \( p-1 \). This is shown in Figure 7.1. Also the dashed square at the bottom of \( X(1) \) is an \( n/p \) by \( n/p \) part of the matrix referred to as \( X(j,i) \), again \( j = 0 \) to \( p-1 \) and this sub matrix is a block taken by equally dividing the \( X(i) \) matrix into \( p \) rows.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{matrix_split.png}
\caption{Matrix split one dimensionally into columns}
\end{figure}

Equation 7.1 [31] shows the calculation involved. What is being said in this equation is: if processor rank \( i \) owns matrix columns \( A(i) \), \( B(i) \), and the answer matrix column \( C(i) \), each processor will work out its section of the answer \( C(i) \). For this to happen, each processor will need its \( B(i) \) and also every \( A(i) \) in the system. This requires, the system to distribute every \( A(i) \) to every processor. Processor rank \( i \)'s result for \( C(i) \) is derived by accumulating the results from \( A(j) \times B(j,i) \) for every value of \( j \) (where \( j = 0 \) to \( p-1 \)).
7.2. Matrix Multiplication

\[ C(i) = C(i) + A(i) \times B(i) = C(i) + \sum_{j=0}^{p-1} A(j) \times B(j, i) \] (7.1)

The communications for the matrix multiplication application are shown in Figure 7.2, where each horizontal block represents \( A(i) \) being broadcast from the rootRank of the broadcast to all the other ranks in the communication domain. In between the blocks of communication there is a set of calculations at each rank that process the matrix block that has just been received.

![Fig 7.2: Parallel matrix multiplication communications](image)

These calculations are extremely time consuming and the results of the higher order matrix multiplications dilute the performance impact of the communications. This means that it would be difficult to extract relevant information from the total time of the matrix calculations, so instead the speed-up of the applications have been presented using both the mpiJava and the MPIWS tools.
7.2. Matrix Multiplication

7.2.1 Matrix Multiplication Evaluation

Figure 7.3 shows the effect of the number of processors on the speed of a matrix multiplication application running over MPIWS services with a range of matrix sizes. From an initial perspective, it can be seen that the speed-up of the application for small problem sizes (e.g., $n = 160$) is very poor. This is not unexpected: the number of calculations for this size of application is approximately 8 million, which on one processor takes 45ms. Yet if the broadcast graph in Figure 5.4 is referred to, the broadcast communication time for an $n = 160$ message (approximately. 200Kbytes) is approximately 75ms.

![Figure 7.3: The speed-up for the matrix multiplication application over 1-8 MPIWS services.](image)

As the problem size increases, the calculation time also increases by $O(n^3)$, yet the communication time only increases by $O(n^2)$. This means that the efficiency of the parallel application can increase. Efficiency is usually defined as:
7.2. Matrix Multiplication

\[ Efficiency = \frac{Speed-up}{Number\ of\ processors} \quad (7.2) \]

Referring back to the graph in Figure 7.3 it can be seen that as the problem sizes get larger, the speed-up increases. For a problem size of \( n = 2400 \), the efficiency of the application using 2 processors is approximately 93\% and when using the 4 processors it is 72\% and when using 8 processors, the efficiency is 38\%. Again this fall in efficiency is expected because, as the number of parallel processors \((p)\) increases, the number of calculations per processor scales as \(O(1/p)\) but the communication time scales as \(O(\log p/p)\).

![Figure 7.4: The speed-up for the matrix multiplication application over 1-8 mpiJava nodes.](image)

It is impossible to directly compare this MPIWS version of the matrix multiplication application with an mpiJava version. This is because the MPIWS version broadcasts the matrix parts as Objects in a binomial broadcast operation. This
is the most efficient method that MPIWS can use for this application. A similar mpiJava application could either broadcast the matrix serially as Objects, or broadcast the matrix binomially as defined data types. To give a loose comparison to the MPIWS matrix multiplication application and to show that the speed up obtained is not unreasonable, results of a mpiJava implementation are presented. Figure 7.4 gives the results of an mpiJava matrix multiplication using Objects being broadcast in a serial manner. This graph shows that the speed-up, is similar to the MPIWS version although no detailed analysis should be made.

### 7.3 Molecular Dynamics

#### 7.3.1 An Introduction to MolDyn

MolDyn [93] is a piece of molecular dynamics simulation code, provided by the Java Grande Forum with the MPJ Version 1.0 source code for use as an evaluation benchmark test.

The MolDyn simulation problem consists of an array of $n$ particles. Each particle has a position, a velocity and a force, each of which is defined in terms of its $x$, $y$, and $z$ components. The whole particle array is presented and initialised at all the participating ranks, and then there is a series of iterations where the particles move and the positions, velocities and forces are recalculated. The movement and recalculation of the velocities are a relatively simple calculation that scales as $O(n)$, so it is faster to carry these calculations out for every processor locally. The main part of the calculation is the recalculation of the forces exerted on each particle. The calculations of the new particle forces are distributed amongst the contributing ranks.
The calculation of the force on particle $i$ is a function of the distances between it, and every other particle in the problem, which scales as $O(n^2)$. The distribution of these recalculations is achieved by each rank processing one in every $p$ particles in the particle array, where $p$ is the number of processors in the problem domain. When these distributed calculations have been achieved, the forces are collected into an array for each dimension, and an AllReduce operation is performed on each of the force arrays. The force data can then be reassembled into the particle objects and then the next iteration can be performed.

The MolDyn code fits nicely into the evaluation of MPIWS as it spans two types of application. Firstly it can be thought of as an iterative workflow, and secondly it is a scientific application which sits firmly in the realm of the mpiJava application scope.

MolDyn can be thought of as an iterative workflow that repeatedly calls a set of distributed services to perform a looped iteration on a set of data (see Figure 1.1). This workflow can be optimised by enabling the distributed services to directly communicate the iteration results throughout the communication domain, saving the repeated initialisation costs associated with the loop model, and also allowing the use of collective communication techniques to increase the efficiency of the data distribution.

As a standard workflow which is looped through, the service would comprise the initialisation, the move functionality and the recalculation of the velocities and the forces. The resultant data would then need to be returned to the workflow manager (or an intermediary service) to combine the distributed force arrays. The force arrays would then need to be re-distributed to the services for the processing of the next iteration. This model assumes that the position and velocity vectors can be stored locally at the service endpoints in, say, a resource in between iterations, otherwise they too would need to be transferred.
MolDyn is also a typical high performance computing application. MPI implementations are commonly used for molecular dynamics simulation and there are many examples of production grade code available [32, 76]. These codes use a variety of communication architectures to achieve their goals but for the purposes of the evaluation of MPIWS, MolDyn will suffice. The communications architecture involves the AllReduce operation on the three force arrays and on three energy variables, plus three Barrier synchronisations per iteration. The benchmark test performs 50 iterations and the size of the particle array varies from 2 thousand to 32 thousand particles.

**Evaluation of MolDyn running on MPIWS**

If the communication results for the AllReduce operation are examined, the extra time that the MolDyn application should take running on the MPIWS tool compared to on mpiJava can be estimated. Figure 7.5 shows the timings for a range of particle array sizes run on both MPIWS and mpiJava as well as the predicted and actual difference in the two results. The second graph, Figure 7.6 shows the speed-up of the MPIWS MolDyn application whilst running on a range of service nodes.

These graphs show that the predictions are not all that dissimilar to the actual results. As expected the MPIWS version does take longer than mpiJava, but, as can be seen from the speed-up graph, there is a definite timing improvement when the application is distributed over more than one service. The MPIWS implementation of the molecular dynamics simulation gives an efficiency of 61% when a 27,437 particle simulation is split between 8 services.

These results show an important point about the applicability of MPI-style collective communications in the workflow environment. If MolDyn were run for
Figure 7.5: The times taken for the MolDyn Application vs the individual forces message size for MPIWS and mpiJava.

Figure 7.6: The speed-up for the MolDyn application over 0-16 MPIWS services running the application with 27,437 particles (individual force message size is approximately 220Kbytes).
27,436 particles on 8 services (force array message size approximately 220Kbytes), the communications time can be estimated for MPIWS using both serial and collective communication techniques.

For the estimation of the serial communication time, the time for each of the three barriers would be 33ms, the time per iteration for the serial AllReduce of each single double value would be 60ms and the time for a serial Reduce, and a serial Broadcast for each of the three force arrays would be 155 + 198ms. This gives a serial communication time for 50 iterations of 67 seconds.

This can be compared with the collective communications, the time for each of the three barriers would be 24ms, the time per iteration for the AllReduce of each single double value would be 60ms and the time for a recursive doubling Allreduce for each of the three force arrays would be 190ms. This gives a collective operations communication time for 50 iterations of 41 seconds.

This shows that the use of collective communication techniques in MPIWS will provide a significant improvement in the communications time for for real applications.

### 7.4 Conclusion

The matrix multiplication application showed that the MPIWS tool could perform a simple parallel application using MPI-style message passing. Whilst the comparison of performance to the mpiJava version is limited to Object type transmission, the speed-up of the MPIWS application does show that MPI-style applications can be run efficiently over a Web services architecture. This test also demonstrates the collective operation Broadcast in a real application.
7.4. Conclusion

The use of the MPIWS’s *AllReduce* operation in the MolDyn application undoubtedly limits its performance when evaluated against the mpiJava approach, but still the speed-up of the MPIWS version as shown in Figure 7.6 shows that this type of application can benefit from parallelisation over the Web services infrastructure.

This evaluation of the MolDyn simulation demonstrates that MPIWS based communication can make a significant difference in the communication overheads of Web service workflows that contain parallel loop structures. If the workflow was implemented as a loop of service invocations, the data from the current service iteration would be returned to a central service for combination and re-dispersal in the next iteration. This means there would effectively be a serial *Reduce* operation followed by a serial *Broadcast* operation, whereas in the MPI-style services approach, the use of MPIWS’s collective *AllReduce* operation still greatly improves the performance of the total communication stage. This is true even though the efficiency of the recursive doubling *AllReduce* operation passing Java Objects is not as good as the mpiJava’s *Scatter/Gather* approach passing data types.

The evaluation also shows that MPIWS can be used to efficiently run scientific computing applications that are written for traditional MPI implementations by simply replacing the MPI communication calls with the MPIWS communication calls and deploying the application as an MPIWS Web service. This is considerably less demanding than having to re-write the application to fit into the existing workflow structure.
7.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter has presented two applications that use the MPIWS tool to perform MPI-style computing. The first is a parallel matrix multiplication application which is a common application used for evaluation purposes. The second is a molecular dynamics simulation that demonstrates the ability of MPIWS to run real life high performance computing applications.

In the matrix multiplication application the MPIWS implementation was run on a range of problem sizes using an $n \times n$ matrix. For $n = 2400$ the MPIWS implementation achieved an efficiency of 93% when the application was split between 2 services, 72% when split between 4 services, and 32% when split between 8 services. Whilst the MPIWS application has not been compared directly with an mpiJava implementation (due to the broadcast algorithms and the differences in transmitting objects and data types), an implementation of the application running on mpiJava gives similar results.

For the molecular dynamics simulation, the MPIWS implementation gives a slower, yet predictable, performance when compared with an mpiJava implementation. The MPIWS implementation of the molecular dynamics simulation still gives an efficiency of 61% when a 27,437 particle problem size is split between 8 services. This application also proves the ability of MPI applications to be simply ported to MPIWS services.
Chapter 8

Conclusions

Chapter Overview:
This chapter contains a review of the work that has been detailed in this thesis. In order to assess where this work fits in relation to current work in the area, this chapter compares MPIWS, the tool presented in this thesis, with similar tools and ideas that have been described in the related work section (Section 3.4). The chapter then goes on to critically appraise the evaluation methods used to assess the MPIWS tool, pointing out any limitations of the tests that must be considered. The conclusions are then presented and qualified.
8.1 Introduction

The hypothesis proposed in this Ph.D. thesis is:

Web service component processes can communicate directly with each other, using Web service based communication protocols, to enable efficient parallel processing for MPI-style scientific applications, and to improve service based workflow throughput.

In order to prove this hypothesis, the work documented in this thesis examines the potential of using the Web service framework to provide support for MPI-style message passing communication. The uses of this style of communication can be separated into two sub-classes: MPI-style applications, and “direct messaging” between Web services in workflow executions. A background study, presented in Chapters 2 and 3, has shown that there is currently no complete methodology available to facilitate this style of communication, and therefore MPIWS has been designed. MPIWS is a novel tool that facilitates MPI-style communication between concurrently executing Web services. The communications between these services are transmitted over Web service protocols, and the communication operations that are provided by MPIWS include a subset of the MPI collective communication operations. Currently MPIWS is provided as an API to be used in the development of MPIWS services, which means that it is deployed as part of the applications deployment file. The following sections will relate MPIWS to current research in this area, then appraise the evaluation methods used in this research. Finally this chapter will present the final conclusions and contributions of the work undertaken.
8.2 Relation to Current Work

8.2.1 MPI-Style Applications

This thesis has described the development of MPIWS, a tool that provides the functionality for MPI-style Web services to communicate within a defined communication domain over the Web services framework. MPIWS is a tool that combines the flexibility and accessibility of the Web services architecture with the parallel processing ability of the MPI coding style. There are a lot of related methodologies that have addressed this combination of coding styles. These include the use of Web services to act as portals to MPI clusters [33, 68, 83, 91]. The motivation for MPIWS differs from this approach as the ability for services from multiple administrative domains to be included in the application is provided.

The use of Grid services to facilitate the configuration of MPI nodes across different administrative domains has also been extensively researched. MPICH-G2 [66] uses the Globus Grid middleware to set up communications channels between MPI nodes. This method requires the Globus toolkit to be present on all machines involved. Coti et al. [27] use Grid services as centralised brokers to facilitate the communications between administrative domains. This is a centralised approach whilst the MPIWS is decentralised once the invocation has been completed. Queiroz et al. [87] also use Grid services to set up MPI communications within a desktop grid environment. One of the biggest differences between the Grid services approaches and MPIWS is that in MPIWS the data is sent over Web service communication protocols, whereas in the Grid services implementations the data is sent over the underlying MPI communication protocols.
8.2. Relation to Current Work

The use of Web services to provide the communication platform for the MPI message data has also been researched before. Krishnan et al. [69] suggested the use of notification standards. This idea was not directly used in the design of MPIWS as the notification was found to add a layer of complexity above using resources to store the message data. However, the idea of using statefull service methodologies has been used.

The work that is most related to this thesis was undertaken by Puppin et al. [85]. This work describes an approach for mapping MPI code to be run within a Web services architecture. Puppin et al.'s work describes a system where the send mechanism stores the data locally. The receive mechanism then invokes a service method on the sending machine which responds with the data; this is effectively a "pull" mechanism. This differs from the MPIWS methodology which is effectively a "push" mechanism: the sending service stores the message data in the remote receiving machine by invoking a store method, and the receiving machine then retrieves the data locally when it is needed. The push arrangement allows the transferral of message data before the receiving service is ready to use it. This is especially useful in collective operations such as the Broadcast as it avoids the necessity of waiting for all the services to synchronise before the operation can complete.

Puppin et al. have published two papers relating to this work [85, 86]. Neither of these papers mention the implementation of collective communication operations. Collective communications over the Web service framework is one of the most important distinctions of MPIWS. In this thesis the functionality provided by MPIWS to enable collective communications is designed and evaluated, and leads to a more complete message passing tool.

Another important difference between MPIWS and Puppin et al.'s work is the style of data encoding. MPIWS offers the option of encoding the data as serialised
objects and then transmitting the serialised data as attachments within the MTOM mechanism. Puppin et al. mention the need for data encoding in their work but suggest XML-binary Optimized Packaging protocol (XOP) [55]. Work using this data format has not been published.

8.2.2 Execution of Workflows

Due to the current lack of tools that facilitate MPI-style direct communication, there is an absence of related work that evaluates the use of direct communication to enhance communication structures within workflow executions. Work that proposes an MPI-style of data composition is described in Montagnat et al. [77]. This work shows the potential for operations such as Gather, Scatter and Reduce to be used to collect or disperse data to a collection of services within a workflow. In Montagnat’s description there is no mention of direct messaging between the services. However, in the workflow presented in Section 6.2.2 which contains services with multiple inputs, it has been shown that direct messaging could be used to perform this style of data composition.

8.3 Appraisal of Evaluation Procedures

The hypothesis posed in this thesis includes the phrase “Web service component processes can communicate directly with each other, using WS based communication protocols”. This phrase on its own can be proved by the existence and functionality testing of MPIWS, the design of which has been extensively covered in this thesis. Within the hypothesis, the addition of the further phrase “to enable efficient parallel processing for MPI-style scientific applications”, requires a greater level of evaluation regarding the performance of MPIWS’s functionality.
Within the work carried out in this thesis, the method of assessing whether MPIWS is an efficient communications tool is to compare it against another MPI implementation. The performance of MPIWS's functionality has been compared against similar functionality in a competing MPI implementation. For this comparison we have decided to use mpiJava.

One of the advantages of using mpiJava is that there are two different methods of transferring the message data: the first is via serialised objects, and the second is by using the MPI defined datatypes. As the MPIWS tool uses serialisation to encode the message data, mpiJava's Object transfer provides a fair appraisal of the MPIWS performance for some of the functionality. This functionality includes the *Send, Receive, SendReceive, and serial Broadcast* operations. For other operations such as the binomial *Broadcast*, mpiJava does not provide a binomial distribution algorithm for the Object transfer. This is due to the complications of forwarding the buffer size message. The differences in the two systems makes the algorithmic collective communication operations difficult to compare fairly.

When the mpiJava message data is sent using the MPI defined data types, the mpiJava tool passes the data directly to the underlying MPICH implementation and the communication is handled directly by the C code. The efficiency of the C handling the primitive data types, compared with Java handling and serialising Objects, gives mpiJava a large advantage over MPIWS. Although this may be seen as an unfair test, it is very important to have a comparison with a top end MPI tool, as this method of testing does give a good indication of top MPI performance. Unfortunately there are added complications as for each collective communication operation, the underlying MPICH implementation uses different algorithms depending on message size. The MPIWS tool has not implemented some of these algorithms, for example, the *Scatter/Allgather* version...
of the *Broadcast*.

There are also collective operations that cannot be achieved using Object serialisation in the mpiJava implementation, such as the *Reduce* and *AllReduce* operations. The MPIWS versions of these operations can be compared only against the datatype transmission provided by mpiJava and its underlying MPICH.

It has been established that the evaluation of MPIWS against either type of data transfer is a challenging process, but the work discussed in this thesis has provided an extensive range of tests and has used many different data transfer methods. These challenges have been kept in mind while the conclusions were being formulated.

The final phrase of the hypothesis states that MPIWS will “improve Web service based workflow throughput”. This claim has been investigated in Chapter 6. The style of data encoding chosen for the workflow data transfer was to retain the XML formatting of the messages. This choice enables a fair comparison with the standard workflow execution, although it could be possible to improve the performance of the *direct messaging* workflow execution by using the MPIWS option of serialising the data and sending it via MTOM.

The tests have been conducted on a local area network where the routing times between all the servers are similar. This allows a simplified analysis of the results, but the conclusions drawn from this analysis must take this into account. The potential benefit for workflows deployed in a more distributed environment will vary greatly depending on the bandwidth and latency of each communications link. The *direct messaging* approach will be more beneficial to executions where the workflow manager is located in a more remote part of the network from the majority of the services. This could be when the workflow manager is a mobile
8.4 Conclusions

MPIWS provides direct communication support and MPI-style message passing among Web services. This in turn provides the ability for MPI-style applications to fully exploit the modularity of the Web services environment. MPIWS could become a building block for the future development of execution environments for WS- and XML-based workflow languages, such as MPFL, that support WS-composite scientific applications.

From the tests undertaken, it has been discovered that despite using MTOM, a fast SOAP mechanism using SOAP-with-attachments, the overhead of SOAP messaging is significant enough to affect the performance of MPIWS when message sizes are small. However, when the message sizes reach a certain threshold, MPIWS runs at a similar, or even faster, speed compared with mpiJava passing serialised Objects. MPIWS tests can also run within approximately 120% of the time for mpiJava tests passing primitive data types over an underlying MPICH implementation. It has been found that the inter message pipe effect, a noticeable feature in applications that use consecutive MPIWS Sends as well as those with a distribution of receiving processors, contributes positively to the performance of MPIWS. The test results for the collective communication operations confirm that MPIWS is a practical and efficient way to integrate collective communications techniques into a Web services environment, although not all of the collective operations (especially the Barrier operation) are as efficient as could be hoped.

From the above observations, it can be concluded that using MPIWS for
applications requiring MPI-style message passing between services is potentially a practical and efficient way of distributing coarse-grained parallel applications. It has also been shown that the use of collective communication techniques within the Web services architecture can significantly improve the efficiency of suitable applications such as the MolDyn simulation code.

MPI-style communication can be used to enhance the performance of Web service based workflow execution. The tests conducted have evaluated a range of the direct messaging functionality that could potentially be provided by the MPIWS tool. The evaluated functionality includes direct communication of data from the output of one service to the input of the next service in the workflow. This evaluation shows that direct messaging can improve the efficiency of Web service based workflow execution, especially if the workflow manager has a lower quality connection to the network. The direct communication of data from the output of a collection of services to a service that requires input data from multiple services has also been demonstrated. This demonstration shows that direct messaging workflow execution has the potential to perform MPI-style data composition communications.

The tests performed provide a proof of principal for the use of direct messaging to enhance the communications structure of Web service based workflow execution.

8.5 Summary

This chapter has outlined the final thoughts relating to the work undertaken in this Ph.D. thesis. It has provided evidence that the hypothesis has been proved and provides critical discussion on the evaluation methods undertaken to support this proof.
The main contributions made by this thesis are:

1. The demonstration that MPI-style applications can be executed over the Web services framework.

2. The demonstration of efficient collective communication techniques using Web services over the Web services framework.

3. The demonstration that *direct messaging* can improve the efficiency of certain Web service based workflows.
Chapter 9

Further Work

Chapter Overview:
The further work chapter briefly examines the work that this thesis presents and puts forward a view of where the research could go from this point. The future work can be separated into four sections: improvements to the MPIWS tool, support for message passing workflow languages, further research into the development of workflow execution, and research into different communication methodologies.
9.1 Introduction

The work presented in this thesis is a comprehensive investigation into the use of the Web services framework for MPI-style applications. The work also examines the potential of MPI-style communication to enhance the efficiency of Web service based workflow execution. Because the main goal for the research is not to develop a production quality MPI-style message passing tool for Web services, MPIWS has been designed primarily as a research aid. Therefore, there are a number of improvements that could be made to the MPIWS tool. These improvements are outlined in Section 9.2. The most logical step forward for this work is the integration of MPIWS with a message passing workflow language, as outlined in Section 9.3. Section 9.4 outlines suggestions, made by Glatard et al. [45], about the use of data composition patterns within the workflow structure. These suggestions provide an avenue of research into using collective communication techniques within the workflow execution environment. As a final direction that would be worth investigating, Section 9.5 looks briefly at multicast protocols that could be used to enhance the effectiveness of the collective communication operations.

9.2 The Functionality of MPIWS

The MPIWS tool is currently designed to prove the hypothesis that has been presented in this thesis. To make the tool more usable, there are a number of enhancements that could be made:

- To add more collective communication operations to MPIWS. For example the scatter operation could be achieved as long as the message data was provided in
9.3 Message Passing Workflow Languages

an object array. This added functionality may not conform directly to the MPI standard but could enhance the effectiveness of the MPIWS tool.

- To include the use of message tags. The inclusion of message tags would make message identification more conformant to the MPI standard.

- To add the ability to receive from “Any Source”. Again, the inclusion of this functionality would increase the tools conformity to the MPI standard.

- To include collective communication operations for dynamically configured sub-domains. This would allow the enhanced communication functionality to be used for subsets of a whole workflow.

- To include the option of including a more reliable messaging protocol such as WS-reliability.

These enhancements to the MPIWS tool do not affect the conclusions of this thesis, but would provide a more usable implementation of a Web service based message passing tool.

9.3 Message Passing Workflow Languages

Message Passing Flow Language [60] is a workflow description language that can define direct messaging between concurrently executing Web services. A longer term research goal is to investigate the integration of MPI-style Web services with a MPI-style workflow language such as MPFL to produce an execution environment for MPI-style workflows.
9.4 Development of Workflow Execution

Point-to-point direct messaging has been proved to enhance the performance of certain Web service based workflow executions (see Chapter 6). Glatard et al. [45] mention the use of data composition patterns being used in data intensive workflows, and some of these patterns could be equated to MPI operations such as the one to all which is effectively a broadcast. The use of data composition patterns is beneficial in the formulation of data sets produced from a distribution of services. By definition, the use of MPIWS's collective communication functionality will allow this to be achieved. In order to explore the potential of using data composition patterns, as described in Glatard et al. [45], the full range of collective operations should be implemented and evaluated for use within workflow execution.

9.5 Communication Methodologies

Methods of network multicast have been researched for a long time, Boivie et al. [14] and Shin et al. [92] are examples of methods to multicast data around small multicast groups at the Internet Protocol level. Phan et al. [82] looks at using a SOAP multicast protocol called Similarity-Based SOAP Multicast Protocol (SMP). This protocol groups similar SOAP messages, requiring only one message to be sent from the originating client or service. This method of combining SOAP messages, which can be used to avoid excessive network traffic, could be useful in reducing the cost of collective operations. It would be especially applicable to operations such as broadcast, where the message data to each recipient is identical. Phan et al. [82] report that the reduction in network traffic using this approach can be up to 70% but there is a 10% loss in response time. Another problem
is that the internet routers must be configured to parse the SOAP body's SMP header. This involves the standard being well recognised before adoption can be widespread.

9.6 Summary

The further work chapter outlines directions in which the research in this thesis could be taken. These directions include: the improvement of the MPIWS tool, the integration of MPIWS with workflow managers, further research into the development of workflow execution, and looking at communication methodologies that are at lower layers in the communication protocol stack.
Appendix A

XSD documents
A.1 ServiceConfig.xsd

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

targetNamespace="http://http://service...imc/xsd">
<xs:element name="workflowCFG">
  <xs:complexType>
    <xs:sequence>
      <xs:element name="in">
        <xs:complexType>
          <xs:choice>
            <xs:element name="fromRank" type="xs:integer"
              maxOccurs="unbounded"></xs:element>
            <xs:element name="client" type="xs:string"
              maxOccurs="1"></xs:element>
            <xs:element name="operation" type="xs:string"
              maxOccurs="1"></xs:element>
          </xs:choice>
        </xs:complexType>
      </xs:element>
      <xs:element name="out">
        <xs:complexType>
          <xs:choice>
            <xs:element name="toRank" type="xs:integer"
              maxOccurs="unbounded"></xs:element>
            <xs:element name="client" type="xs:string"
              maxOccurs="1"></xs:element>
            <xs:element name="operation" type="xs:string"
              maxOccurs="1"></xs:element>
          </xs:choice>
        </xs:complexType>
      </xs:element>
    </xs:sequence>
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:schema>
```
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
targetNamespace="http://service......imc/xsd">
  <xs:element name="run">
    <xs:complexType>
      <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element name="mpi_wsData">
          <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>
              <xs:element name="eprList">
                <xs:complexType>
                  <xs:sequence>
                    <xs:element name="epr" type="xs:string" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
                  </xs:sequence>
                </xs:complexType>
              </xs:element>
              <xs:attribute name="eprLength" type="xs:integer"/>
            </xs:sequence>
          </xs:complexType>
        </xs:element>
        <xs:element name="rank" type="xs:integer"/>
        <xs:element name="ID" type="xs:integer"/>
        <xs:element name="reportingMode" type="xs:string"/>
      </xs:sequence>
    </xs:complexType>
  </xs:element>
  <xs:element name="appData">
    <xs:complexType>
      <xs:sequence>
        <xs:any minOccurs="0"/>
      </xs:sequence>
    </xs:complexType>
  </xs:element>
</xs:schema>
A.3 MPIWSStore.xsd

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

targetNamespace="http://http://service...imc/xsd">
<xs:element name="store">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="data">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="msgNo" type="xs:integer"></xs:element>
<xs:element type="xs:base64Binary"></xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="ID" type="xs:integer"></xs:element>
<xs:element name="msgTag" type="xs:integer"></xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:schema>
```
A.4 MPIWSBstore.xsd

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
    targetNamespace="http://service...imc/xsd">
<xs:element name="bStore">
    <xs:complexType>
        <xs:sequence>
            <xs:element name="data">
                <xs:complexType>
                    <xs:sequence>
                        <xs:element name="msgNo" type="xs:integer"></xs:element>
                        <xs:element name="No" type="xs:integer"
                maxOccurs="unbounded"></xs:element>
                    </xs:sequence>
                </xs:complexType>
            </xs:element>
            <xs:element type="xs:base64Binary"></xs:element>
        </xs:sequence>
    </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:schema>
```
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